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CD Based on the abridged paper below, please answer the following questions: 

1. 	 Please detailed explain the difference between user satisfaction and technology 

acceptance by this paper and your opinions. (20%) 

2. 	 From you have learned research method, please tell me the main meaning of 

Table 2. (10%) 

3. 	 After reading the paper, please practically point out two future works in 

application of information system.(20%) 

4. 	 Use examples to describe and distinguish between object-based beliefs, 

attitudes and behavioral beliefs, attitudes, then relate them to IS design, 

implementation, and prediction of usage. (15%) 

S. 	 Describe the correspondence principle, and comment on the role it plays to 

bridge the gap between two research streams. (15%) 

6. 	 Based on the major findings of this resea rch, suggest implications for practice as 

well as for research. (20%) 
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1. Introduction 
Information technology (IT) researchers have devel
oped rich streams of research that investigate the 
factors and processes that intervene between IT invest
ments and the -realization of their economic value. 
Commonly, researchers tie these factors and processes 
to user perceptions about IT and how it impacts their 
work. Although researchers have examined such per
ceptions in dozens of different ways (DeLone and 
McLean 1992), in general, there have been two dom- . 
inant approaclies employed-user satisfaction (e.g., 
Bailey and Pearson 1983, Ives et al. 1983, Melone 
1990, .seddon 1997) and technology acceptance (e.g., 
Davis 1989, Hartwick and Barki 1994, Szajna 1996( 
Venkatesh et al. 2003). Both research streams offer 
vaiuable contributions to our understanding of IT, 
although each tells only part of the story. The purpose 
of this study is to integrate the two research streams 
so that( together, they can provide a more complete 

understanding of the way in which system features 
ultimately influence IT usage. 

The. User satisfaction literature explicitly enumer
ates system and information design attributes (e.g., 
info,rmation accuracy and system reliability), making 
it a potentially useful diagnostic for system designi 
however, user satisfaction is a weak predictor of sys- . 
tern usage (Davis et al. 1989, Goodhue 1988, Hartwick 
and Barki 1994, Melone 1990). This is attributable to 
the fact that beliefs and attitudes about objects (such 
as an information system) are generally poor predic
tors of behaviors (such as system usage) (Ajzen and 
Fishbein, in press). 

By contrast, the technology acceptance literature 
(i.e., the technology acceptance model, or TAM) pro
vides sound predictions of usage by linking behaviors 
to attitudes and beliefs (ease of use and usefulness) 
that are consistent in time, target, and context with the 
behavior of interest (system usage). Despite its predic
tive ability, TAM provides only limited guidance about 
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how to influence usage through design and imple
mentation (Taylor and Todd 1995, Venkatesh et al. 
2003). For example, designers receive fee aback regard
ing ease of use and usefulness in a general sense, but 
they do not receive actionable feedback about impor

. 	tant aspects of the IT artifa~t itself (e.g., flexibility, inte
gration, completeness of information, and information 
currency). Such guidance was a core objective in the 
development of TAM, but one that has received J.in:1
ited attention (Davis et al. 1989). 

Although user satisfaction and technology accep
tance have evolved largely as parallel research 
streams, the two approaches can and should be inte
grated (Goodhue 1988, Hartwick and Barki 1994, 
Melone 1990, Seddon 1997). Such integration can help 
build a conceptual bridge from design and imple
mentation decisions to system characteristics to the 
prediction of usage. tntimately, this would improve 
the predictive value of user satisfaction and augment 
the practical utility of technology acceptance. Further
more,by theoretically integrating the two very impor
tant IT research streams, we can answer the call to 
prOVide' a way for perception-based IT research to 
more fully examine the role of the IT artifact (Benbasat 
and Zmud 2003, Orllkowski and Iacono 2001). 

To accomplish this, we apply concepts from the 
broader attitude literature (e.g., Ajzen 2001; Ajzen and 
Fishbein, in press; Eagly and Chaiken 1993i Fazio and 
Olson 2003i Haddock and Zanna 1999). Specifically, 
the paper develops a model that explicitly distin
guishes the object-based beliefs and attitudes found in 
the user satisfaction literature from behavioral beliefs 
and attitudes in the technology acceptance literature. 
It enumerates a set of system and information charac
teristics that i:rifluence system and information qual
ity, describes how they in tum influence object-based 
beliefs and attitudes with the system and the infor
mation it produces, and then describes how these 
object-based attitudes toward the system can shape 
the behavioral beliefs of usefulness, ease of use, and, 
ultimately, system usage. . 

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Sec
tion 2 builds the theoretical arguments for the pro
posed research model. In §3, we present the back
ground for a preliminary study that tested this model 
in the context of data warehousing. The resUlts of an 
empirical test bf this model are presented in §4. They 

are based on a sample of 465 users of data warehous
ing predefined reporting software from seven different 
organizations. Finally, in §5, we provide a discussion . 
of the findings and an agenda for future research. 

2. Theoretical Development 
2.1. Understanding Behavioral Beliefs 

and Attitudes 
According to the expectancy-value theory developed 
by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), external variables influ
ence beliefs about the outcomes associated with per
forming a behavior, which in turn shape attitudes 
toward performing a behavior. Attitude, in tum, 
influences intention to perform the behavior and, 
ultimately, influences the behavior itself. Satisfaction 
in a given situation is a person's feelings or atti
tudes toward a variety of factors affecting that situ
ation. As articulated in the theory of reasoned action 
(TRA), these relationships will be predictive of behav
ior when the attitude and belief factors are specified in 
a manner consistent with the behavior to be explained 
in terms of time, target, and context (Ajzen and Fish
bein, in pressj Fazio and Olson 2003). Within the IT 
literature, these ideas have taken shape in the form 
of the TAM. TAM has been widely applied to UIJ.der
stand the attitude one holds about the use of technol
ogy, which is used to predict the adoption and use 
of information technology. The attitude construct in 
TAM represents attitude toward the behavior of using 
technology. 

Over the past decade, the technology accepta:r)ce 
literature has iricluded a large number of empirical 
tests, comparisons, model variants, and model ext
ensions. As Figure 1 illustrates, researchers have ext
ended TAM in three primary ways to provide greater 
understanding and explanatory power and addi
tional points of managerial leverage in its application. 
The first approach involves introdUCing factors from 
related models, such as subjective norm, perceived 
behavioral control, and self-efficacy (e.g., Hartwick 
and Barki 1994, Taylor and Todd 1995, Mathieson 
et al. 2001). A second approach involves introducing 
additional or alternative belief factors to the model. 
Most often, this includes adding key related factors 
from the diffusion of innovation literature, such as 
trialability, compatibility, visibility, or result demon
strability (Agarwal and Prasad 1997, Karahanna et al. 



Figure 1 The TAM (Davis 19S!!) and Three Popular Extensions 
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1999, Plouffe et al. 2001). A third approach has been to 
examine external variables, which are antecedents to 
or that moderate the influence of ease of use and use
fulness within the TAM, such as personality traits and 
demographic characteristics (e.g., Gefen and Straub 
1997, Venkatesh 2000, Venkatesh and M9rris 2000). 
Venkatesh et aI, (2003) provide a comprehensive 
examination of eight different models and derive a 
unified theory of acceptance and use of technology,l 

Despite this extensive research activity, only a 
handful of TAM studies have looked explicitly at the 
role of system characteristics as antecedents to ease 
of use or usefulness (e.g., Davis 1993, Igbaria et al. 
1995, Lim and Benbasat 2000). For the most part, these 
studies have treated system characteristics at a holis
tic level or have looked at a limited number of fea
tures. One exception to this is the work by Hong 
et al. (2001-2002) that examines how dimensions of 
usability (information relevance, clarity of terminol
ogy, and screen design) influence ease of use and 
usefulness jn the context of a digital library applica
tion. Their results show mixed effects with only rele
vance influencing both usefulness and ease of use. In 
their integration of the technology acceptance litera
tUre, Venkatesh et al. (2003) stress the need to extend 
this literatur~ by explicitly considering system and 
information characteristics and the way in which they 

1 The Venkatesh et aI. (2003) study prOvides an excellent review of 
TAM studies. 

might influence the core beliefs in TAM, and might 
indirectly shape system usage. 

2.2. Understanding Object-Based Beliefs 
and Attitudes 

In contrast to the technology acceptance literature, 
system and information characteristics have been core 
elements in the literature on user satisfaction (DeLone 
and McLean 1992). Within this literature, user satisfac
tion is typically viewed as the attitude that a user has 
toward an information system; therefore, it represents 
an object-based attitude. User satisfaction primarily. 
has been measured by various subsets of beliefs about 
specific systems, information, and other related char
acteristics (e.g., IT service). 

This becomes clear when one examines user sat
isfaction instruments, such as Bailey and Pearson 
(1983), Baroudi and Orlikowski (1988), Doll and Tork
,zadeh (1988), and Ives et al. (1983) (see Table 1). These 
instruments use a characteristics-based approach for 
measuring user satisfaction. Although these instru· 
ments have been criticized for containing an arbitrary 
assortment of characteristics (Galletta and Lederer 
1989), the items from user satisfaction instruments 
appear to conceptually represent a relatively small 
number of higher order constructs. Thus, the existing 
measures of user satisfaction provide a useful base for 
identifying and examining the underlying structure of 
system and information characteristics. 

A fundamental problem with user satisfaction 
research has been its limited ability to predict system 
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Table 1 Satisfaction Surveys and Constructs 

External Instrument Bailey and Ives at al. Baroudi and 0011 and 
variables characteristics Pearson (1983) (1963) Orllkowski (1988) Torkzadeh (1986) 

System quality 	 Accessibllity X X 

Timeliness X X X 


.Language X X 

Flexibll1ty X X 

Integration X X 

Elflclent X 


Information quality 	 Accuracy X X X X 

Precision • X X X X 

Reliability X X X X 

Currency X X X 

Completeness X X X X 

Format X X 

Volume X • X 


Service quality 	 Relationship with EOP staff X X X 

Communication with EOP staff X X X 

Technical competence of X X 


EDP staff 

Attitude of EDP staff X X X 

Schedule of products or X X 


services 

Time required for new X X X 


development 

Processing of change X X X 


requests 

Vendor support X 

Response time X X 

Means of input with X 


EDP center 

Usefulness 	 Usefulness X X X 

Relevancy X X X X 


Ease of use 	 User friendly X 

Easy to use X 


Outcome expectations 	 Expectations X X 

Understanding of systems X X X 

Confidence in the system X X 

Feelings of participation X X X 

Feelings of control X X 

Degree of training X X X 

Job effects X X 


Organizational factors 	 Top management involvement X X 

Organizational competition X 


with EDP 

Priorities determination X X 

Charge-back method X 

Error recovery X X 

.Security of data X 

Documentation X X 

Organizational pOSition of EDP X X 


Note.:EOP == electronic data processing. 

I 
,'. 
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usage (Davis et al. 1989, DeLone and McLean 1992, 
Goodhue 1988, Hartwick and Barki 1994, Melone 
1990, Seddon 1997). However, when one considers the 
general attitude literature, the equivocal relationship 
between user satisfaction and usage can be under
stood. For a belief or attitude to be directly predictive 
of behavior, it needs to be consistent in time, target, 
and context with the behavior. Therefore, satisfaction 
with the system and its information output is unlikely 
to be directly predictive of the use of that system. 

Instead, user satisfaction needs to be recognized 
as an object-based attitude (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, 
p. 84) whereby it serves as an external variable with 
influences on intention and behavior that are fully 
mediated by behavioral beliefs and attitudes (Ajzen 
and Fishbein 1980; Eagly and Chaiken 1993, p. 205). 
For example, one's satisfaction with the reliability of 
a system does not directly impact whether one will 
use the system. However, beliefs about reliability cer
tainly will affect one's attitude toward the system, 
which will shape behavioral beliefs about using the 
system (e.g., ease of use). It is the system behavioral 
belief (ease of use) that directly influences attitude 
toward use and, ultimately, usage. In the user satisfac
tion literature, the mediating behavioral beliefs and 
attitudes are absent, and inattention to this concep
tual gap explains the equivocal relationship between 
system satisfaction and system usage (see Figure 2). 

Empirical evidence shows that object-based attitude 
is generally a weak predictor of behavior (Ajzen ~d 
Fishbein, in press). For example, one meta-analysis 
found that the correlation between object-based atti
tude and behavior averaged only 0.13, whereas the 

Figure 2 The User Satisfaction Research Stream Approach 
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correlation between behavioral attitude and the beh
avior itself averaged 0.54 (Kraus 1995). Thus, better 
understanding the theoretical relationships within the 
user satisfaction literature can help bridge such equiv
ocal findings while offering system designers a way 
to influence usage through design based on system 
and information characteristics. 

2.3. An Integrated Model of User Satisfaction and 
Technology Acceptance 

The investigation of relationships among object-based 
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors has been an ongoing 
challenge in the attitude-behavior literature: 

If there is one clear conclusion to be derived from the 
work on the attitude-behavior relation it is that general 
attitudes will usually not provide a good basis for pre
dicting and explaining single behaviors with respect 
to the attitude object; correlations of single behaviors 
with general attitudes tend to be modest at best (Ajzen 
and Fishbein, in press, p. 28). 

For accurate prediction, beliefs and attitudes must be 
specified in a manner that is consistent in time, target, 
and context with the behavior of interest (Fishbein 
and Ajzen 1975). This is often referred to as the corre
spondence principle (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) and is at 
the, core of the power of models such as TAM where 
beliefs and attitudes about a specific behavior (e.g., 
the use of an e-mail system), in a particular context 
(e.g., work), at a particular point in time (e.g., over the 
next month) are found to be predictive of intention 
and behavior. Given this, we begin to construct our 
research model with the right half of Figure 3. Fully 

Object-based ~tUtUdes 

! 

Information quality 
antl!cedents (e.g., 

compietl!ness. accuracy, 
format and currency) 

! ! 
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Figure 3 The Proposed Integrated Research Model 
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consistent with TRA, TAM, and more recent deriva
tions, such as the unified theory of acceptance and 
use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al. 2003), 
the model proposes that IT usage (the target behavior 
of interest) is driven by behavioral intention, inten
tion is determined by attitude toward use and use
fulness, and usefulness is a function of ease of use. 
Usefulness and ease of use are both assessments of 
the consequences of using a system to accomplish 
some task. 

More general object-based attitudes (e.g., attitudes 
about a system) also can be predictive of behav
ioral dispositions by influencing the way in which 
information about the behavior is perceived and 
judged (Fazio and Olson 2003, Eagly and Chaiken 
1993). Theoretically, these serve as external variables 
that may determine satisfaction with an object, and 
that level of satisfaction subsequently may influ
ence beliefs about the consequences of using the 
object' (Ajzen and Fishbein, in press). More specifi
cally, Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, .p. 9) note that "exter
nal variables may influence the beliefs a person holds 
or the relativ!,! importance he attaches to attitudinal 
and normative considerations." 

Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) illustrate the use of object 
attitudes as' external variables using the consumer 
context. A consumer often forms an attitude toward 
a particular brand. That attitude is shaped by beliefs 
about the brand. The consumer may also develop an 
attitude toward purchase of the brand, which will 

be influenced by beliefs about the consequences of 
purchasing the brand. Those beliefs are shaped, at 
least in part, by the attitude toward the brand itself. 
In the context of IT, beliefs about using the system to 
accomplish a particular task will be shaped, in part, 
by the attitude toward the system itselfj indirectly 
these beliefs will shape attitude toward use and the 
eventual usage behav-ior. 

Given this, we introduce the left side of Figure 3, 
which represents the user satisfaction literature. The 
far-left side of the model specifies key antecedents 
to information and system quality. These specific fac
tors are derived from a decomposition and integration 
of factors identified in the user satisfaction literature 
(see Table 1). Although we believe these dimensions 
have general applicability, it may be that the relative 
importance of each is contingent on a specific system 
and setting. For system quality, reliability refers to 
the dependability of system operation, flexibility refers 
to the way the system adapts to changing demands 
of the user, integration refers to the way the system 
allows data to be integrated from various sources, 
accessibility refers to the ease with which information 
can be accessed or extracted from the system, and 
timeliness refers to the degree to which the system 
offers timely responses to requests for information 
or action.2 It is important to note that each of these 

2 These five ante<:edents to system quality were selected based on 
their widespread use, representativeness, and relevance to the IT 
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factors reflects perceptions of the system itself and the 
way it deliyers information. 

Wormation quality is shaped by four dimensions: 
completeness represents the degree to which the sys
tem provides all necessary information; accuracy rep
resents the user's perception that the information is 
correct;format represents the user's perception of how 
well the information is presented; and currency rep
resents the user's perception of the degree to which 
the information is up to date.3 These dimensions 
determine the user's pe:rception of the quality of the 
information included in the system. 
Ne~t, we assert that information and system quality 

beliefs shape attitudes about information and system 
satisfaction, respectively.4 This is supported by the 
concept from the attitude behavior literature that 
beliefs about objects (in this case, system and informa
tion quality) are linked to attitude toward an object (in 
this case, system and information satisfaction) (Ajzen 
and Fishbein 1980). 

At this point, information and system satisfaction 
represent object-based attitudes that serve as exter
nal variables shaping behavioral beliefs. Satisfaction 
with the information produced by the system will 
influence perceptions of l;lsefuJness. That is, the higher 
the overall satisfaction with the information, the more 
likely one will find the application of that informa
tion useful in enhancing work performance. A similar 
effect is anticipated in terms of system satisfaction. 
System satisfaction represents a degree of favorable
ness with respect to the system and the mechanics of 
interaction. The more satisfied one is with the system 

context that will be explored in this study. Thi,s list is not necessarily 
exhaustive. 

3 These four antecedents to information quality were selected based 
on their widespread use, representativeness, and relevance to the IT 
context that will be explored in this study. This list is not necessarily 
exhaustive. 

4 User satisfaclion instruments also refer to other categories of 
object beliefs, such as service quality that could be included in this 
model. However, consistent with Seddon (1997), when the focus of 
the model is on the use of an application, we treat only the sys
tem and information characteristics, rather than the broader set of 
factors that might be used to evaluate satisfaction with overall IT 
services. This is not to say that such factors are not important, but 
rather that they are focused on the broader target of the IS function 
rather than on the individual applicalion. 

itself, the more likely one is to find the system to be 
easy to use. 

Consistent with the notion that ease of use will 
influence perceptions of usefulness, our model hyp
othesizes that system satisfaction will influence infor
mation satisfaction. Being able to effectively interact 
with the system is a necessary condition to obtaining 
useful information from it. Thus, an individual's level 
of satisfaction with the system is likely to influence 
his or her sense of satisfaction with the information it 
produces. 

To summarize, our models suggest that the tech
nology acceptance literature and the parallel user 
satisfaction stream are not competing approaches to 
understanding IT usage and value. Rather, they repre
sent complementary steps in a causal chain from key 
characteristics of system design, to beliefs and expec
tations about outcomes that ultimately determine 
usage. Next, we present a preliminary empirical test 
of the proposed model to assess the aptness of the 
proposed relationships. The test is based on a sample 
of 465 users of data warehousing' predefined report
ing software from 7 different organizations. 

3. Method 
3.1. Instrument Development 
The development of the survey instrument was pat
terned after the process proposed by Moore and 
Benbasat (1991). First, groups of questions were com
piled from validated instruments to represent each 
construct, and wording was modified to fit the data 
warehOUSing context to be studied. Next, 10 profes
sors and graduate students sorted the 88 initial items 
into 17 separate categories, identifying ambiguous 
or poorly worded items. Items were removed, and 
minor wording changes were made prior to a sec
ond round of sorting, which did not uncover fur
ther problems. The three items that were categorized 
most accurately were selected for each construct and 
included in a random order on the survey instru
ment.s Each question was measured on a 7-poini; 
Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) 
to 7 (strongly agree). 

S Only two questions were included for information satisfaction and 
system satisfaction to reduce redundancy. 
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The context of the survey instrument was the 
success of data warehousing predefined reporting 
software. Predefined reporting software was installed 
and managed by the data warehousing project team 
and run by users on a regular basis to provide 
predetermined information. This context was chosen 
because of its importance and widespread use in prac
tice. It was hoped that widespread interest in the topic 
of data warehousing would encourage individual and 
corporate participation in the study. 

Before implementing the survey, the instrument was 
reviewed by academics and practitioners with knowl
edge of survey deSign, IS success, and data warehous
ing. Minor changes were made based on their sug
gestions. The resulting survey was then pilot tested 
using respondents from a large public university to 
identify problems with the instruments' wording, 
content, format, and procedures. For this pilot test, 
surveys were distributed to 250 active users of the 
university's data warehouse; 73 responded, result
ing in a 29% response rate. Pilot participants compl
eted the instruments and provided written comments 
about length, wording, and instructions. Two of the 
participants were interviewed to gain a richer under
standing of the feedback. Each construct in the pilot 
test showed internal consistency levels exceeding 
0.70, as measured by Cronbach's alpha (Nunnally 
1978). 

Based on the results of the pilot sample, minor mod
ifications were made to the survey design. The final 
survey included 76 items representing the 17 con
structs identified in Figure 3, as well as a series of 
demographic ~d self-reported usage items. The spec
ified items, organized by construct, ·are shown in 
Table 2. 

3.2. Sample 
To obtain study participants, an e-mail announcement 
was sent to members of The Data Warehousing Insti
tute, offering a free study to assess the success of.their 
organization's data warehousing data access software. 
Seven organizations from a variety of industries (e.g., 
health care, consumer goods, financial services, and 
government) agreed to participate. Each organization 
was asked to distribute paper-based surveys to all of 
the active users of its data warehouse. All surveys 
were confidential; no identifying personal informa
tion was required. At each organization, the study 

contact collected the completed surveys and returned 
them to the researchers. Response rates varied across 
organizations (see Table 3), with an overall study 
response rate of 21%, yielding 465 completed surveys. 

The average age of the respondents was 42 years, 
and 40% were male. The respondents had an aver
age of 12 years tenure with their organization and 
18 years average total work experience. Their posi
tions in the organizations varied from clerical to 
senior management-58% were analysts; they repre
sented different functional areas across the organiza
tion. The demographic profile of the sample is shown 
in Table 4. 

The respondents were direct, voluntary users of 
data warehousing predefined reporting software. 
On the survey, they identified their absolute usage of 
the system and their use relative to opportunity. Both 
absolute and relative usage were measured using 
a 1 to 7 Likert-type scale, with 1 representing low 
use and 7 representing high use. The averages for 
absolute usage and relative usage were 3.6 and 4, 
respectively, suggesting that the respondents, on aver
age, had a reasonable level of experience using the 
data warehouse software. The standard deviations for 
absolute (1.95) and relative usage (1.46) also suggest 
that there was reasonable variance across the sample 
in usage experience. All users accessed warehouses 
that had been in place for at least six months. 

4. Results 
The research model was tested using partial least 
squares (PLS), a structural modeling technique that 
is well suited for highly complex predictive models 
(Barclay et al. 1995, Chin 1998, Lohmoller 1989, Wold 
and Joreskog 1982). PLS was most appropriate given 
the large number of constructs that resulted when the 
satisfaction and usage models were combined. PLS 
Graph version 2.91 (Chin and Frye 1996) was used 
for the analysis, and the bootstrap resampling method 
(100 resamples) was used to determine the signifi
cance of the paths within the structural model. 

4.1. Measurement Model 
The test of the measurement model includes the 
estimaHon of internal consistency and the conver
gent and discriminant validity of the instrument 



Table 2 Survey Items and Measurement Properties 

Construct and item Mean St. dev. 

Completeness 
a=0.90 
Fomell=0.94 

- provides me with a complete sel of Information. 4.58 1.n 
_ prOduces comprehensive informaDon. 4.BB 1.70 
_ provides me with all the Information I need. 4.15 1.B7 

Formal.. 
a=O.B9" 
Fomell = 0.92 

The information provided by  is well formatted. 4.93 1.68 
The information provided by _ is well laid out. 5.10 1.57 
The Informalion provided by  is clearly presented on the screen. 5.23 1.55 

Accuracy 
a=0.87 
Fomell=0.90 

- produces correct information. 5.14 1.60 
There are few errors In the Information I obtain from-. 4.75 1.7B 
The information provided by  Is accurate. 5.04 1.66 

Currency 
a=0.93 
Fomell=0.94 

- provides me with the most recent Informalion. 5.05 1.87 
_ produces the most current Information. 
The information from _ is always up to date. 

4.96 
4.71 

1.79 
1.n 

Information quality 
a=0.94 
Fomell=0.94 

Oman, I would give the Information from  high marks. 5.09 1.68 
OVerall,l would give the information provided by  ahigh 5.10 1.63 

rating in terms of quality. 
In general,  provides me wIth high-quality information. 5.11 1.61 ~~ 

Reliability 
a=0.90 
Fomell =0.93 

_ operates reliably., 5.10 1.73 
- performs reliably. 5.15 1.66 
The operation of _ Is dependable. 5.10 1.56 

Accessibility 
a=0.90 
Fomell=0.92 

_ allows Information to be readily accessible to me. 5.27 1.70 
- makes information very accessible. 5.16 1.69 
_ makes information easy to access. 5.14 1.70 

Flexibility 
a=0.B6 
Fomell=0.90 

- can be adapted to meat avariety of needs. 4.28 1.99 
- can flexibly adjust to new demands or condillons. 3.73 1.B6 
_ Is versatile in addressIng needs as they arise. 4.00 1.83 

integration 
a=0.89 
Fomell=0.91 

- effectively integrates data from different areas of the company. 4.7B 1.8~ 



Table 2 (cont'd.) 

Construct and item Mean 5t. dev. 

- pulls together information that used to come from different 5.14 1.77 
places In the company. 

_ effectively combInes data from different areas of the company. 4.93 1.77 

limeliness 
a=O.BO 
fomell= 0.B7 

It takes too long for  to respond to my requests, (RC) 4.26 1.90 
- provides information in atimely fashion. 5.07 1.67 
_ retums answers to my requests quickly. 4.90 1.72 

System quality 
a=O,91 
Fomell=0.94 

In terms of system quality, I would rate _ highly. 4.91 1.69 
OVerall,  is of high quality. 5.12 1.55 
OVerall, I would give the quality of  ahIgh rating. 4.97 1.62 

Information satisfaction 
,a=0.93 
fomell=0.96 

OVerall, the information I get from _ Is very satisfying. 4.B9 1.BO 
I am very satisfied with the Information I receive from-. 4.B4 1.7B 

System satisfacllon 
a=0.92 
Fomell=0.95 

All things consldered,l am very satisfied with-. 4.61 1.94 
OVerall, my interacllon with  is very satisfying. 4.65 1.82 

Attitude 
a==0.89 
Fomell=0.91 

USing _ Is (not enjoyable! very enjoyable). 4.13 t8G 
OVerall. using  is a (unpleasanVpieasantJ experience. 4.89 1.79 
My atutude toward using  is (very unfavorablelveryfavorable). 4.98 1.77 

Inlention 
a=0.87 
Fomell=0.92 

I Intend to use  as aroutine part of my Job over the next year. 5.13 1.94 
I Intend to use  at every opportunity over the next year. 4.BO 1.93 
I plan to increase my use of  over the next year. 4.64 1.8B 

Ease of use 
a=0.85 
Fomell=0.B9 

- 'is easy to use. 5.31 1.82 
It is easy 10 get  10 do what I wanlli 10 do. 4.39 1.98 
- is easy to operate. 5.20 l.B4 

Usefulness 
a=0.82 
fomell=0.88 

-Using -improves my ability to make good decisions. 5.04 1.65 
- allows me to get my work done more quickly. 4.B4 1.BO 
Using  enhances my effectiveness oQ the job. 5.04 1.76 

Note. RC = reverse coded. 



Table 3 Survey Response Rales 

Surveys Response rate 
Company Surveys sent' returned (percent) 

A·H eallh care 129 40 31 
B·Packaged goods 300 92 31 
C-Financial services 179 23 13 
D-H eallh care lOB 42 39 
E·Public sector 1.200 172 14 
Hubllc sector 231 61 26 
G·Public sector 66 35 53 
Overall 2.213 465 21 

'Note that this represenlslhe number of surveys sent to each company. 
We cannot be certain that an surveys sent were distrlbuted to data ware· 
house users. Thus, our effective response rate Is likely somewhat higher that 
reported here. 

items. Table 2 lists the survey scales and their inter
nal consistency reliabilities. All reliability measures 
were 0.8 or higher, well above the recommended 
level of 0.70, indicating adequate internal consistency 
(Nunnally 1978). 

Although some of the variable intercorrelations 
were quite high (ranging from 0.36 to 0.85), the items 
demonstrated satisfactory convergent and discrimi
nant validity. Convergent validity is adequate when 
constructs have an average variance extracted (AVE) 
of at least 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). For satisfac
tory discriminant validity, the AVE from the construct 
should be greater than the variance sh.ared between 

Table 5 CorrelaUons of Lalenl VariabJest 

Table 4 Demographic Profile of Respondents 

Number Percent 

Organizational level: 
Senior management 13 3 
Middle management 95 22 
RrsHevel supeivisor 4B 11 
Analyst 257 5B 
Clerical 27 6 

Functional area: 
Accounting 22 5 
Finance 79 17 
Human resources 22 5 
Information systems 37 B 
Marketing and sales B2 1Q 
Research and development 96 21 
Other 116 25 

Gender: 
Male 180 40 
Female 270 60 

Average age: 42 years 
Average years al company: 12 years 
Average years In workforce: 1B years 

the construct and other constructs in the model 
(Chin 1998). Table 5 lists the correlation matrix, with 
correlations among constructs and the square root of 
AVE on the diagonal. In all cases, the AVE for each 
construct is larger than the correlation of that con
struct with all other constructs in the model. 

COMP ACCU FORM CURR REU REX INTE TIME ACCE INFO SYSO INTN Ani EASE USEF SYSS INFS 

Completeness 0.91 
Accuracy 0.55' 0.87 
Format 0.66 0.49 0.89 
Currency 0.57 0.61 O.4B 0.92 
Reliability 0.62 0.68 0.57 0.59 0.90 
Rexiblllty 0.6B 0.33 0.47 0.39 0.41 0.86 
Integration 0.69 0.46 0.50 0.50 0.50 O.4B 0.88 
Timeliness 0.55 0.54 0.52 0.54 0.74 0.46 0.47 0.83 
Accessibility 0.70 0.54 0.63 0.55 0.70 0.54 0.61 0.70 0.09 
Info. quality 0.74 0.76 0.64 0.64 0.73 0.54 0.63 0.60 0.71 0.91 
System quality 0.77 0.71 0.71 0.56 0.77 0.57 0.57 0.67 0.77 0.B5 0.91 
Intention 0.53 0.36 0.40 0.39 0.41 0.51 0.42 0.43 0.58 0.53 0.57 0.89 
Attitude 0.59 0.49 0.63 0.44 0.61 0.56 0.47 0.62 0.70 0.67 0.75 0.71 0.87 
Ease of use 0.52 0.42 0.57 0.38 0.58 0.44 0.45 0.56 0.68 0.58 0.69 0.55 0.77 0.85 
Usefulness 0.60 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.76 0.75 0.65 0.85 
System sat. 0.66 0.41 0.60 0.39 0.60 0.5B 0.51 0.57 0.71 0.67 0.75 0.67 0.84 0.81 0.77 0.95 
Information sat. 0.67 0.52 0.55 0.51 0.61 0.58 0.54 0.54 0.63 0.77 0.72 0.66 0.73 0.61 0.80 0.79 0.9S 

'All correlations 'are significant at the 0.001 level. 
tDiagonal elements are the square root of AVE. These values should exceed the lnterconstruct correlations for adequate discriminant validity. This condition 

Is safisfied for each construct. 
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Discriminant and convergent validity are further 
confirmed when individual items load above 0.50 on 
their associated factors and when the loadings within 
construct are higher than those across constructs. The 
appendix contains the loadings and cross-loadings for 
items used in this study; all items loaded on their 
constructs as expected. Furthermore, all items loaded 
more highly on their construct than they loaded on 
any other construct, and in all but one case among 
the 784 cross loadings the differences were greater 
than 0.10. 

Finally, the data were tested for multicollinearity. 
We tested for all potential collinearity problems thllt 
had more than one predictor construct. In all cases, 
the variance inflation factor was below the 5.0 level. 

4.2. Structural Model 
The test of the structural model includes estimates 
of the path coefficients, which indicate the strengths 
of the relationships between the dependent and inde
pendent variables, and the R2 values, which represent 

Figure 4 Research Model Resulls 

Completeness 

Accuracy 


Formal 


Currency 


the amount of variance explained by the independent 
variables. Together, the R2 and the path coefficients 
(loadings and significance) indicate how well the data 
support the hypothesized modeL 

Figure 4 shows the results of the test of the hypoth
esized structural model. The paths specified in TAM 
are all significant with the direct and indirect effects 
of usefulness, ease of Use, and attitude toward use 
accounting for 59% of the variance in intention. As 
predicted, information satisfaction (0.64) had a signifi
cant influence on perceived usefulness and accounted 
for 67% of the variance in perceived usefulness. Sys
tem satisfaction (0.81) had a significant influence on 
perceived ease of use and accounted for 65% of the 
variance in perceived ease of use. 

As expected, information quality (0.43) and sys
tem satisfaction (050) had significant influences on 
information satisfaction, accounting for 71% of the 
variance.in that measure. System quality also was a 
Significant determinant of system satisfaction (0.73), 
accounting for 53% of its variance. Completeness 

(0.33), accuracy (0.45), format (0.14), and currency 
(0.11) were all significantly related to information 
quality and collectively account for 75% of the vari
ance in information quality. Reliability (0.38), flexi
bility (0.14), integration (0.10), and accessibility (0.36) 
were all significant determinants of system qualit)'t 
whereas timeliness was not. The first three factors 
together accounted for 74% of the variance in system 
quality. 

Reliability 

Flexibility 

integration 

Accessibility 

Timeliness 

Information 
quality 

System 
quality 

. 'p < 0.05; "p < 0.01; "'p < 0.001. 
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1 Executive SUIl11i1ary 

Cloud Computing, the long-held dream. of computing as a utility, has the potential to transfonn a large part of the 
IT industrY~ makfug software even more attractive as a service and shaping the way IT hardware is designed and 
purchased. pevelopers with innovative ideas for new Internet services no longer require the large capital outlays 
in hardware to deploy their service or-the human expense to operate it. They need not be concerned about over
provisioning fOi: a service'whose popularity does not meet their predictions, thus wasting costly resources, or under· 
provisioning for one that becomes.wildly'popular, thus missing potential customers and revenue. Moreover. companies 
with large batch-'6riented tasks can get results as quickly as their programs can scale, since using 1000 servers for one 
hour costs no more'than using one server for 1000 hours. This elasticity of resources, without paying a premium for 
large scale, is unprecedented in the history onTo 

Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and 
systems software in the datacenters that provide those services. The services themselves have long been referred to as 
Software as a Service (SaaS). The datacenter hardware and software is what we will call a Cloud. When aCloud is 
made available ill a pay-as-you-go manner to the 'general public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service being sold is 
Utility Computing. We use the tenn Private Cloud to refer to internal datacenlers of a business or other organization. 
not made' available to the general public. Thus, Cloud Computing is the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing, but does 
not include Private Clouds. People can be users or providers of SaaS, or users or providers of Utility Computing. We 
focus on saaS Providers (Cloud Users) and Cloud Providers. which have received less attention than saaS Users. 

From a hardware point of view, tiuee aspects are new in Cloud Computing. 

1. 	The illusion ofi1lfinite computing resources available on demand, thereby eliminating the need for Cloud Com
puting users to plan far ahead for provisioning. 

2. 	The elimination of an up-front commitment by {::loud IIsers, thereby allowing companies to start small and 
increase hardware resources only when there is an increase in their needs. 

3. 	 rhe ability to pay for use ofcomputing resources on a short-term basis as needed (e.g., processors by the hOlU 
and storage by the day) and release them as needed, thereby rewarding conservation by letting machines and 
storage go when they are no longer usefuL 

We argue that the construction and operation of extremelY,large-scale. commodity-computer datacenters at low
cost locations was the key necessary enabler of Cloud Computing. for they uncovered tile factors of 5 to 7 decrease 
in cost of electricity, network bandwidth, operations, software, and hardware available at these very large economies 

·The RAD Lab's existence is due to the generous support of the founding members Google. Microsoft, and Sun Microsyslems and of the affiliate 
menlbers Amazon Web Services, Cisco Systems, Facebook, Hewlett-Packllfd,lBM. NEe. Network Appliance. Oracle, Siemens, and VMwllfe; by 
matching funds from the State of California's MICRO program (gmntS 06·152, 07-010. 06-143. 07·012. 06-146. 07·009. 06·147. 07·013. 06-149. 
06-150. and 07-003) and the University ofCalifornia Indusl:Jy/University Cooperative Research Pmgram (UC Discovery) grant COM07-11)"1..40; and 
by the National Science Foundation (grant #CNS·0509559). 

http://radlab.cs.berKeley.edul
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of scale. These factors, combined with statistical multiplexing to increase utilization compared a private cloud, meant 
that cloud computing could offer services below the costs of a medium-sized datacenter and y<;t still make a good 
profit. 

Any application needs a model of computation, a model of storage, and a model of communication. The statistical 
multiplexing necessary to achieve elasticity and the illusion of infinite capacity requires each of these resources to 
be virtualized to hide the implementation of how they are multiplex.ed and shared. Our view is that different utility 
computing offerings will be distinguished based on the level of abstraction presented to the programmer and the level 
of management of the resources. 

Amazon EC2 is at one end' of the spectrum. An EC2 instance looks much like physical hardware, and users can 
control nearly the' entire software stack. from the kernel upwards. This low level makes it inherently difficult for 
Amazon to offer automatic scalability and failover, because the semantics associ!lted with replication and other state 
management issues are highly application-dependent. At the other extreme of the. spectrum are application domain
specific platforms such as Google AppEngine. AppEngine is targeted exclusively' at traditional web applications, 
enforcing- an application structure of clean separation between a stateless computation, tier and a stateful storage tier. 
AppEngfue's impressive automatic scaling and high-availability mechanisms, and the proprietary MegaStore data 
storage avaihilile to AppEngine applications, aU rely on these constraints. Applications for Microsoft's Azure are 
written using the .NET libraries, and compiled to the Common Language Runtime, a language-independent managed 
environment. Thus, Azure is intermediate between application frameworks like AppEngine and hardware virtual 
machines like EC2. 

When is Utility Computing preferable to running a Private Cloud? A first case is when demand for a service varies 
with time. Provisioning a data center for the peak load it must sustain a few days per month leads to underutilization 
at other times, for example. Instead, Cloud Computing lets an organization pay by the hour for computing resources, 
potentially leading to cost savings even if the hourly rate to rent a machine from a cloud provider is higher than the 
rate to own one. A second case is when demand is unknown in advance. For example, a web startup will need to 
support a spike in demand when it becomes popular, followed potentially by a reduction once some of the visitors tum
away. Finally. organizations that perform batch analytics can use the "cost associati~ity" of cloud computing to finish 
computations faster: using 1000 EC2 machines for 1 hour costs the same as using 1 machine for 1000 hours. For the 
first case of a web business with varying demand over time and revenue proportional to user hours, we have captured 
the tradeoff in the equation below. 

" (.) _ ( . Costdatacenter ) UserHourscloud x revenue - Coslcloud 2': UserHoursdatacenter x revenue - Utili. . (1)
zatlon 

The left-hand side mUltiplies the net revenue per user-hour by the number of user-hours, giving the expected profit 
from using Cloud Computing. The right-hand side performs the same calculation for a fixed-capacity datacenter 
by factoring in the average utilization, including nonpeak workloads, of the datacenter. Whichever side is areater 
represents the opportunity for higher profit. 

Table I below previews our ranked list of critical obstacles to growth of Cloud Computing in Section 7. The first 
three concern adoption, the next five affect growth. and the last two are policy and business obstacles. Each obstacle is 
paired with an opportunity, 'ranging from product development to research projects, which can overcome that obstacle. 

We predict Cloud Computing will grow. so developers should take it into account. All levels should aim at hori
zontal scalability of virtual machines over the efficiency on a single VM. In addition 

1. 	Applications Software needs to both scale down rapidly as well as scale up, which is a new requirement. Such 
software also needs a pay-for-use licensing model to match needs of Cloud Computing. 

2. 	11lfrastnlcture Software needs to be aware that it is no longer running on bare metal but on VMs. Moreover, it 
needs to have billing built in from the beginning. 

3. 	Hardware Systems should be designed at the scale of a container (at least a dozen racks), which will be is 
the minimum purchase size. Cost of operation will match performance and cost of purchase in importance, 
rewarding ellergy proportionality sllch as by putting idle portions of the memory. disk. and network into low 
power mode. Processors should work well with V1vls, flash memory sho,uld be added to the memory hierarchy. 
and LAN switches and WAN routers must improve in bandwidth and cost. 

2 Cloud Computing: An Old Idea Whose Time Has (Finally) Come 

Cloud Computing is a new tenn for a long-held dream of computing as a utility [35], which has recently emerged as 
a commercial reality, Cloud Computing is likely to haye the same impact on software that foundries have'had on the 
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Table 1: Quick Preview of Top 10 Obstacles to and Opportun!ties for Growth of Cloud 
Obstacle Opportunity 

1 Availability of Service Use Multiple Cloud Providers; Use Elasticity to Prevent DDOS 
2 Data Lock-In Standardize APIs; Compatible SW to enable Surge Computing 
3 Data Confidentiality and Auditability Deploy Encryption, VLANs, Firewalis; Geographical Data Storage 
4 Data Transfer Bottlenecks FedExing Disks; Data Backup/Archival; Higher BW Switches 
5 Performance Unpredictability Improved VM Support; Flash Memory; Gang Schedule VMs 
6 Scalable Storage Invent Scalable Store 
7 Bugs in Large Distributed"Systems In\!ent Debugger that relies on Distributed VMs 
8 Scaling Quickly Invent Auto-Scaler that relies on ML; Snapshots for Conservation 
9 Reputation Fate Sharing . Offer reputation-guarding services like those for email " 

110 Software Licensing Pay-far-use licenses; Bulk use sales 

hardware iildustry. At one time. leading hardware companies required a captive semiconductor fabrication facility, 
and companies had to be large enough to afford to build and operate it economically. However, processing equipment 
doub1eCl. in price every technology generation. A semiconductor fabrication line costs over $3B today, so only a handful 
of major "merchant" companies with very high chip Volumes, such as Intel and Samsung, can stilljustify owning and 
operating tqeir oWn fabrication lines: This motivated the rise of semiconductor foundries that build chips for others, 
such as "Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company crSMC). Foundries enable "fab-Iess" semiconductor chip 
companies whose value is in innovative chip design: A company such as nVidia can now be successful in the chip 
business without the capital, operational expenses, and risks associated with owning a state-of-the-art fabrication 
line. Conversely; companies with fabrication lihes c~n time-multiplex their use among the products of many fab-Iess 
companies, to lower the risk of not having enough successful products to amortize operational costs. Similarly, the 
advantages of the eConomy of scare and statistical multiplexing may ultimately lead to a handful of Cloud Computing 
providers who can, amortize the cost of their large datacenters over the products of many "datacenter-less" companies. 

Cloud Computing has been talked about [10], blogged about [13, 25], written about [15, 37,38] and been featured 
in the title of workshops, conferences, and even magazines. Nevertheless, confusion remains about exactly what it is 
and when it's useful, causing Oracle's CEO to vent his frustration: . 

The illteresting thing about Cloild Computing is that we've redefined Cloud Computing to include ev
erything that we already do.•". I don't understand what we would do differently ill the light of Cloud 
Computing other than change the wording ofsome ofour ads . 

. . Larry Ellison, quoted in the Wall Street Journal, September 26, 2008 

These remarks are echoed more mildly by Hewlett-Packard's Vice President of European Software Sales: 

A lot ofpeople are jumping on the [cloud] bandwagon, but I have not heard two peopl~ say the same thing 
about it. There are multiple definitions out there of "the cloud." 

Andy Isherwood, quoted in ZDnet News, December 11.2008 

Richard Stallman, known forhis advocacy of "free software", thinks Cloud Computing is a trap for users-if 
applications and data are managed "in the cloud", users might become dependent 011 proprietary systems whose costs 
will escalate or whose terms of service might be changed unilaterally and adversely: . 

It's stllpidity. It's worse than stupidity: it's a marketing hype campaign. Somebody is saying this is 
inevitable mw whenever you hear somebody saying that, it's very likely to be a set of businesses 
campaigning to make it true. 

Richard Stallman, quoted in The Guardian, September 29, 2008 

Our goal in this paper to clarify terms, provide simple formulas to quantify comparisons between of cloud and 
conventional Computing, and identify the top technical and non-technical obstacles and opportunities of Cloud Com
puting. Our view is shaped ill part by working since 2005 in the UC Berkeley RAD Lab and in part as users of Amazon 
Web Services since January 2008 in conducting our research and our teaching. The RAD Lab's research agenda is to 
invent technology that leverages machine learning to help automate the opel'ation of datacenters for scalable Internet 
services. We spent six: months brainstorming about Cloud Computing, leading to this paper tbat tries to answer the 
following questions: 

3 
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• 	What is Cloud Computing, and how is it different from previous paradigm shifts such as Software as a Service 
(saaS)? ' 

• W'hy is Cloud Computing poised to t;ake,offnow, whereas previous attempts have foundered? 

• 	What does it take to become a Cloud Computing provider, and why would a company consider becoming one? 

• What new opportunities are either enabled by or potential drivers of Cloud Computing? 

• 	How might we' classify qurrent Cloud Computing offerings across a spectrum, and how do the technical and 
business challenges differ depending on where in the spectrum a particular offering lies? ' 

• 	What, if any, are the new economic models enabled by Cloud Computing, and how can a service operator decide 
whether to move to the cloud or stay in a private datacenter? . 

• 	What are the top 10 obstacles to the success of Cloud Computing-and .the corresponding top 10 opportunities 
available for overcoming the obstacles? 

• 	What changes should be made to the design of future applications software, infrastructure software, and hard
ware to match the needs and, opportunities of Cloud Computing? 

What is Cioud Computing? 

Cloud Computfug refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems 
software in the datacenters that provide those services. The services themselves have long been referred to as Software 
as'a Service (SiJaS), so we use that term. The datacenter hardware and software is what we will call a Cloud.. 

When a Cloud is made available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service 
oeing-sold is Utility Computing. Current examples of public Utility Computing include Amazon Web Services, Google 
AppEnghre, and Microsoft Azure. We use the term Private Cloud to' refer to internal datacenters of a bus4Jess or 
either organization that are' not made available to the public, Thus, Cloud Computing is the sum of SanS and Utility 
Computing. but does not nOl1nallyinclude Private Clouds. We'll generally use Cloud Compqting, replacing it with 
one of the other terms only when clarity demands it., Figure 1 shows the roles of the people as users or J;lroviders of 
these layers of Cloud Computing, and we'll use those terms ~o' help make our arguments clear. 

,,The' advantages of SanS to both end users and service providers are well understood. Service providers enjoy 
greatly simplified software installation and maintenance and centralized control over versioning; end use~ can access 
the service "anytime, anywhere", share data and collaborate more easily, and keep their data stored safely in the 
infrastructure. Cloud Computing does not change these argum!!nts, but it does give more, application providers the 
choice of deploying their product as SaaS without provisioning a datacenter: .just as the emergence of semiconductor 
foundries gave chip companies the opportunity to d~ign and seU chips without owning a fab, Cloud Computing allows 
deploying SaaS-and scaling on demand-without building or provisioning a datacenter. Analogously to how SaaS 
allows the user to offload some problems to the SaaS·provider, the SaaS provider can now offload some ofhis problems 
to the Cloud Computing provider. From now on, we will focus on issues related to the potential SaaS Provider (Cloua , 
User) and to the Cloud Providers, which have received less attention. 

We will eschewJerrninology such as ''X as a service (XaaS)"; values of X we have seen in ,print include Infrastruc
ture, Hardware, and Platform, but we were unable. to agree even among ourselves what the precise differences ,among 
them might be.1 (We are using Endnotes instead offootnotes. Go to page 20 at the end ofpaper to read the notes, 
which have more details.) Instead', we present a simple classification of Utility Computing services in Section 5 that 
focuses on the tradeoffs among programmer convenience, flexibility, and portability, from both the cloud provider's 
and the cloud user's point of view. 

From a hardware point of view, three aspects are new in Cloud Computing [42]: 

I. 	The illusion' of infinite computing resources available on demand, thereby eliminating the need for Cloud Com
puting Users to plan far ahead for provisioning; 

2. 	The elimination of an up-front comlnitment by Cloud users, thereby allowing companies to start small and 
increase hardware resources only when there is an increase in their needs; and 

3. 	The ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term basis as needed (e.g., processors by the hour 
and storage by the day) and release them as needed. thereby rewarding conservation by letting machines and 
storage go when they are no longer llseful. 
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Figure 1: Users and Providers of Cloud Computing. The benefits of SaaS to both SaaS users and SaaS providers are 
well documented, so we focus on Cloud Computing's effects on Cloud Providers and SaaS Providers/Cloud users. The 
top level can be recursive, in that SaaS providers can also be a saaS users. For example, a mashup provider of rental 
maps might be a user of the Craigslist and Google maps services. 

,We. will argue that all three are important to the technical and economic changes made possible by Cloud Com
puting. Indeed, past efforts at utility computing failed, and we note that in each case one or two of these three critical 
charaCteristics were missing. For example, Intel Computing Services in 2000-2001 required negotiating a contract and 
longer.:term use than per hour. 

Ai; a successfuf example, EIastic Compute Cloud (EC2) from Amazon Web Services (AWS) sells 1.0-GHz x86 
ISA "sli~es~' for io cents per hour, and a new "slice", or instance, can be added in 2.00 5 minutes. Amazon's'Scalable 
Storage SerVice (S3) charges $0.12 to $0.15 per gigabyte-month, with adilitional bandwidth charges of $0.10 to $0.15 
per gigabyte to move Qata in to and out of AWS over the Internet. Amazon's bet is that by statistically multiplexing 
multiple iristances'onto:a single physical box, that box cah be simultaneously rented to many customers who will not 
in generaJ. interfere 'with'each others' usage (see Se<,::tion 7). 

While the·attraction to Cloud Computing users (SanS providers) is clear, who would become a Cloud Computing 
provider, ana why? To begin with, realizing the economies of scale afforded by statistical multiplexing and bulk 
purcnasing reqUires the construction of extremely large datacenters. 

Building, provisioning, and launching such a facility is a hundred-million-dollar undertaking. However, because of 
the phenomenal growth of Web services through tbe early 2000's, many large Internet companies, including Amazon, 
eBay, Google, Microsoft and others, were already doing so. Equally important, these companies alSo had to develop 
scalable software infrastructure (such as MapReduce, the Google File System, BigTable, and Dynamo [16, 20, 14, 17]) 
and the operational expertise to armor tbeir datacenters against potential physical and electronic attacks. 

Therefore, a necessary but not sufficient condition for a company to become a Cloud Computing provider is that 
it mUlit have existing investments not only in very large datacenters, but also in large-scale software infrastructure 
and operational expertise required to nm them. Given these conditions, a variety of factors might influence these 
companies to become Cloud Computing providers: 

1. 	Make a lot of money. Although 10 cents per server-hour seems low. Table 2 summarizes James Hamilton's 
estimates [23] that very large datacenters (tens of thousands of computers) can purchase hardware, network 
bandwidth, and power for 1/5 to 1/7 the prices offered to a medium-sized (hundreds or thousands of computers) 
datacenter. Further, the fixed costs of software development and deployment can be amortized over many more 
machines. Others estimate the price advantage as a factor of 3 to 5 [37. 10]. Thus, a sufficiently large company 
could leverage these economies of scale to offer a service well below the costs of a medium-sized company and 
still make a tidy profit. 

2. 	Leverage existing investment. Adding Cloud Computing services on top of existing infrastructure provides a 
new revenue stream at (ideally) low incremental cost, helping to amortize the large investments of datacenters. 
Indeed, according to Werner Vogels, Amazon's CTO, many Amazon Web Services technologies were initially 
developed for Amazon's internal operations [42]. 

3. 	Defend a franchise. As conventional server and enterprise applications embrace Cloud Computing, vendors 
with an established franchise in those applications would be motivated to provide a cloud option of their own. 
For example, Microsoft Azure provides an immediate path for migrating existing customers of Microsoft enter
prise applications to a cloud environment. 
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Table.2: Economies of scale in 2006 for medium-sized datacenter (:::::1000 servers) vs. very large datacent~r (:::::50,000 
servers). [24] 

Technology 
Network 
Storage 
Administration 

Cost in Medium-sized DC 
$95 per Mbitlsec/month 
$2.20 per GByte I month 
:::::140 Servers I Administrator 

Cost in Very Large DC 
$13 per Mbitlseclmonth 
$0.40 per GByte I month 
>1000 Servers I Administrator 

Ratio 
7.1 
5.7 
7.1 

Table 3: Price of kilowatt-hours of electricity by region (7]. 

Where 
Idaho 
California 

Hawaii 

Possible Reasons Why 
Hydroelectric power; not sent long distance 
Electricity transmitted long distance over the grid; 
limited transmission lines in Bay Area; no coal 
fired electricity allowed in California. 
Must ship fuel to generate electricity 

4. 	Attack an incumb~nt. Acompany with the requisite datacenter and software resources might want to establish a 
beachhead in this space before a single "800 pound gorilla" emerges. Google AppEl!gine provides an altemative 
path to cloud ~eployment whose appeal lies in. its automation of many of th~ scalability and load balancing 
features that developers might otherwise have to build for themselves. I 

S. 	Leverage customer relationships. IT service organizations such as IBM Global Services have extensive cus
tomer relationsbips through their service offerings. Providing a branded Cloud Computing offering gives those 
customers an an;tiety-free migration path that preserves both parties' investments in the customer relationship. 

6. Become a platform. Facebook's initiative to enable plug-in applications is a great fit for cloud computing, as 
we will see, and indeed one infrastructure provider for Facebook plug-in applications is Joyent, a cloud provider . 

. Yet Facebook's motivation was to make their social-networking ap-plication a new development platform. 

Several Cloud Computing (aild conventional computing) datacenters are being built in seemingly surprising loca
tions, such as Quincy, Washington (Google, Microsoft, Yahool, and others) and San Antonio, Texas (Microsoft. US 
National Security A:gency, others). The motivation behind choosing these locales is that the costs for electIicity, cool
ing, labor, property purchase costs, and taxes are geographically variable, and of these costs, electricity and cooling 
alone can account for a third of the costs of the datacenter. Table 3 shows the cost of electricity in different locales [10]. 
Physics tells us it's easier to ship photons than electrons; that is, it's cheaper to ship data over fiber optic cables than 
to ship electricity over high· voltage transmission lines. 

4 Clouds in a Perfect Storm: Why Now, Not Then? 

Although we argue that the construction and operation of extremely large scale commodity-computer datacenters was 
the key necessary enabler of Cloud Computing, additional technology trends and new business models also played 
a key role in making it a reality this time ¥ound. Once Cloud Computing was "off the ground," new application 
opportunities and usage models were discovered that would not have made sense previously. 

4.1 New Technology Trends and Business Models 

Accompanying the emergence of Web 2.0 was a shift from "high·touch, high-margin, high-commitment" provisioning 
of service "low-touch, low-margin, low-commitment" !lelf-service. For example, in Web 1.0, accepting credit card 
payments from strangers required a contractual arrangement with a payment processing service such as VeriSign or 
Authorize.net; the arrangement was part of a larger business relationship, making it onerous for an individual or a very 
small business to accept credit cards online. With the emergence of PayPal, however, any individual can accept credit 
card payments with no contract, no long-term commitment, and only modest pay-as-you-go transaction fees. The level 
of "touch" (customer support and relationship management) provided by these ser~ices is minimal to nonexistent, bllt 
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the fact that the services are now within reach of individuals seems to make this less important. Similarly, individuals' 
Web pages can now use Google AdSense to realize revenue from ads, rather than setting up a relationship with an 
ad placement company, such DoubleClick (now acquired by Google). Those ads can provide the business model for 
Wed 2.0 apps as well. Individuals can distribute Web content using Amazon CloudFront rather than establishing a 
relationship with a content distribution network such as Akamai. 

Amazon Web Services capitalized on this insight in 2006 by providing pay-as-you-go computing with no contract: 
all customers need is a credit card. A second innovation was selling hardware-level virtual machines cycles, allowing 
customers to choose their own' software stack without disrupting each other while sharing the same hardware and 
thereby lowering costs further. 

4.2 New Application Opportunities 

While we have yet to see fundamentally new types of applications enabled by Cloud Computing, we believe that 
several important classes of existing applications will become even more compelling with Cloud Computing and 
contribute further to its momentum. When lim Gray examined technological trends'in 2003 [21], he concluded that 
economic necessity mandates putting the data near the application, since the cost of wide-area networking has fallen 
more slowly (and remains relatively higher) than all other IT hardware costs. Although hardware costs have changed 
since Gray's analysis, his idea of this "breakeven point" has not Although we defer a more thorough discussion of 
Cloud Computing economics to Section 6, we use Gray's insight in examining whilt kinds of applications represent 
particularly good opportunities and drivers for Cloud Compu~ng. 

Mobile interactive aJlplications. Tim O'Reilly believes that "the future belongs to services that respond in real 
time to infomlation provided either by their users or by nonhuman sensors." [38] Such services will be attracted to 
the cloud not only because they must be highly avmlable, but also because these services generally rely on l!icge data 
sets that are most conveniently hosted iii large datacenters. This is especially the case for services that combitle two or 
more data sources Iff other services, e.g., mashups. While not all mobile devices enjoy connectivity to the cloud 100% 
of the time, the challenge of discomiected operation has been addressed successfully in specific application domaiJ:!.s, 
2 so we do not se~ this as'a significant-obstacle to the appeal of mobile applications. 

Parallel hatch proceSsing. Although thus far we have concentrated on using Cloud Computing for interactive 
SanS, Cloud Computing presentS a unique opportunity for batch-processing and analytics jobs that analyze terabytes 
of data and can take hours to finish. If there is enough data parallelism In the application, users can take advantage 
of the cloud's new "cost associativity": using hundreds of computers for a short time costs the same as using a few 
computers for a long time. For example, Peter Harkins. a Senior Engineer at The Washington Post, used 200 EC2 
instances (1,407 server hours) to convert 17,481 pages of Hillary Clinton's travel documents into a form more friendly 
to use on the W';VW within nine hours after they were released [3]. Programming abstractions such as Google's 
MapReduce [16] and its open-source counterpart Hadoop [11] allow programmers to express such tasks while hiding 
the operational complexity of choreographing parallel execution across hundreds of Cloud Computing servers. Indeed, 
Cloudera [1] is pursuing commercial opportunities in this space. Again, using Gray's insight, the cosUbenefit analysis 
must weigh the cost of moving large datasets into the cloud against the benefit of potential speedup in the data analysis. 
When we return to economic models later, we speculate that part of Amazon's motivation to host large public datasets 
for free [8] may be to mitigate the cost side of this analysis and thereby attract ~sers to purchase Cloud Computing 
cycles near this data. 

, The rise of analytics. A special case of compute-intensive batch processing is business analytics. While the large 
database industry was originally dominated by transaction processing, that demand is leveling off. A growing share 
of computing resources is now spent on understanding customers, supply chains, buying habits, ranking, and so on. 
Hence, while online transaction volumes will continue to grow slowly, deCision support is growing rapidly, shifting 
the resource balance in database processing from transactions to business analytics. 

Extension of compute-intensive desktop applications. The latest versions of the mathematics software packages 
MatIab and Mathematica are capable of using Cloud Computing to perform expensive evaluations. Other desktop 
applications might similarly benet from seamless extension into the cloud. Again, a reasonable test is comparing the 
cost of computing in the Cloud plus the cost of moving data in and out of the Cloud to the time savings from using 
tI1e Cloud. Symbolic mathematics involves a great deal of computing per unit of data, making it a domain worth 
investigating; An interesting alternative model might be to keep the data in the cloud and rely on having sufficient 
bandwidth to enable suitable visualization and a responsive GUI back to the human user. Offline image rendering or 3D 
animation might be a similar example: given a compact description of the objects in a 3D scene and the characteristics 
of tile lighting sources, rendering the image is ~n embarrassingly parallel task with a high compu,tation-to-bytes ratio. 

''Enrthbound'' npplications. Some applications that would otherwise be good candidates for the cloud's elasticity 
and parallelism may be thwarted by data movement costs, the fundamental latency limits of getting into and out of the 
cloud, or both. For example, While the analytics associated with making long-term financial decisions are appropriate 
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for the Cloud, stock trading that requires microsecond precision is not. Until the cost (and possibly latency) of wide
area data transfer decrease (see Section 7), such applications may be less obvious candidates for the cloud. 

5 Classes of ,Utility Computing 

Any application needs a model of computation, a model of storage and, assuming the application is even trivially 
distributed, a model of comiii.unication. 'The statistical multiplexing necessary to achieve elasticity and the illusion 
of infinite capacity requires resources to be virtualized, s'o that the implementation of how they are multiplexed and 
shared can be hidden from the programmer. Our view is that different utility computing offerings will be distinguished 
based on the level of abstraction presented to the programmer and the level of management of the resources. 

Amazon EC2 is at one end of the spectrum, An EC2 instance looks much like physical' hardware, and users 
can control nearly the entire software stack, from the kernel upwards. The API exposed is "thin": a few dozen 
API calls to request and configure the virtualized nardware. There is no a priori. limit on the kinds of applications 
that can be hosted;' the low level of virtualization-raw CPU cycles, block-device storage, IP-Ievel connectivity
allow developers to code whatever they want On the other han.d, this makes it inherently difficult for Amazon to 
offer automatic scalability and fallover, because the semantics associated with replication and dther state management 
issues are' highly application-dependent.· 

AWS does offer a number of higher-level managed services, including several different managed storage services 
for use in conjunction with EC2, such as·SimpleDB. However, these offerings have higher latency and nonstandard 
API's, and our understanding is thlJ.t they are not as widely used as other parts of AWS. 

At the other extreme of the spectrum are application domain-specific platforms such as Google AppEngine and 
Force.com, the SalesForce business software development platform. AppEngine is targeted exclusively at traditional 
web applications, enforcing an application structure of clean sepa.I1ition between Ii stateless computation tier and a 
stateful storage tier. Furthermore, AppEngine applications are expected to be request-reply based, and as such they 
are severely rationed in how much CPU time they can use in servicing a particular request. AppEngine's impressive 
automatic scaling and high-availability mecharusms, and the proprietary MegaStore (based on BigTable) data storage 
avallable to AppEngine',applications, all rely on these constraints. Thus, AppEngine is not suitable for general-pwpose 
computing. Similarly, Force.com is designed to support business applications that run against the salesforce.com 
database, and nothing else. . 

Microsoft's Azure is an intermediate point on this spectrum of flexibility vs. programmer convenience. Azure 
applications are written using the .NET libraries, and compiled to the Common Language Runtinle, a language
independent managed envfronment. The systelp supports general-pwpose computing; rather than a single category 
of application. -Users get a choice of language, but cannot control the underlying operating system or runtime. The 
libraries provide a degree of automatic network .configuration and fatlover/scalability, but require the developer to 
declaratively specify some application properties in order to do so. Thus, Azure is intermediate between complete 
application frameworks like AppEngine on the one hand, and hardware virtual machines like EC2 on the other. 

Table 4 summarizes how these three classes virtualize computation, storage, and networking. The scattershot 
offerings or scalable storage suggest that scalable storage with an API comparable in richness to SQL remains an open 
research problem (see Section 7). Anlazon has begun offering Oracle databases hosted on AWS, but the economics 
and licensing model of this product makes it a less natural fit for Cloud Computing. 

Will one model beat out the others in the Cloud Computing space? We ,can draw an analogy with programming 
languages and frameworks. Low-level languages such as C and assembly language allow fine control and close 
communication with the bare metal, but if the developer is writing a Web application, the mechanics of managing 
sockets, dispatching requests, and so on are cumbersome and tedious to code, even with good libraries. On the other 
hand, high-level frameworks such as Ruby on Rails rna1ce these mechanics invisible to the programmer, but are only 
useful if the ,application readily fits the request/reply structure and the abstractions provided by Rails; any deviation 
requires diving into the framework at best, and may be awkward to code. No reasonable Ruby developer would argue 
against the superiority of C for certain tasks, and vice versa. Correspondingly, we believe different tasks will result in 
demand for different classes of utility computing. 

Continuing the language analogy, just as high-level languages can be implemented in lower-level ones, highly
managed cloud platforms can be hosted on top of less-managed ones. For example, AppEngine could be hosted on 
top of Azure or EC2; Azure could be hosted on top of EC2. Of course, AppEngine and Azure each offer proprietary 
features (AppEngine's scaling. failover and MegaStore data storage) or large, complex API's (Azure's .NET libraries) 
that hs;ve no free implementation, so any attempt to "clone" AppEngine or Azure would require re-implementing those 
features or APrs-a formidable challenge. 
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Table 4: Examples of Cloud Computing vendors and how each provides virnlalized resources (computation, storage; 
networking) and ensures scalability and high availability of the resources 

Amazon Web Services ~crosoft~zure Google ~ppEngine 
Computation • x86 Instruction Set Mchitecture • Microsoft Common Lan • Predefined application 
model(VM) (IS~) via Xen VM guage Runtime (CLR) VM; structure and framework; 

• Computation elasticity allows common intermediate form programmer-provided "han
scalability, but developer must build executed in managed envi' dlers" written in Python, 
the machinery, or tlllrd party VAR ronment <\11 persistent state stored in 

'such as RightScale must provide it • Machines are provi MegaStore (outside Python 
sioned based on declarative code) 
descriptions (e.g. which • ~i1tomatic scaling up and 
"roles" can be replicated); down of computation and 
automatic load balancing storage; network and server 

failover; all ,consistent with 
3-tier Web app structure 

Storage model • Range of models from block store • SQL Data Services (re .MegaSrore/BigTable 
(BBS) to augmented keylblob store stdcted view of SQL Server) 
(SimpleDB) • ~ure storage service 
• ~utomatic scaling varies from no 
scalingOr sharing (EBS) to fully au
tomatic (SimpleDB, S3), depending 
on which model used 
• Consistency guarantees vary 
widely depending on which model 
used 
• APIs vary from standardized 
(EBS) to proprietary 

Networking • Declarative specification of IP • ~utomatic based on pro • Fixed topology to ac
model level topology; internal placement grammer's declarative de commodate 3-tier Web app 

details concealed' scriptions of app compo structure 
• Security Groups enable restricting nents (roles) • Scaling up and doytn is 
which nodes may communicate automatic and programmer
• ~vai1ability zones provide ab . invisible 
straction of independent network 
failure 
• Elastic IP addresses provide per
sistentiy routable network name 
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6 Cloud Computing Economics 

In this section we make some observations about Cloud Computing economic models:' 

• In 	deciding whether hosting a service in the cloud makes sense over the long term, we argue that the fine
grained economic models enabled by Cloud Computing make tradeoff decisions more fluid, and in particular 
the elasticity .offered by clouds serves to transfer risk. 

• As well, although hardware resource costs continue to decline, they do so at variable rates; for example, com
. puting and storage costs are falling faster than WAN costs. Cloud Computing can track these changes-and 
potentially pass them through to the customer-more effectively than building one's· own datacenter, resulting 
in a closer match ofexpenditure to actual resource usage• 

• In making the decision about whether to move an existing service to the cloud, one must additionally examine the 
expected average and peak resource utilization, especially if the application may have highly variable spikes in 
resou.rce demand;"the practical limits on real-world utilization of pu.rchased equipment; and various operational 
costs that vary depending on the type of cloud environment being considered. 

6.1 Elasticity: Smfting the Risk 

Although the economic appeal of Cloud Computing is often described as "converting capital expenses to operating 
expenses" (CapEx to OpEx), we believe the phrase "pay as you go" more directly captures the economic benefit to 
the buyer. Hours purchased via Cloud Computing can be distributed non-uniformly in time (e.g., use 100 server-hours 
today and no server-hours tomolIow, and still pay only for what you use); in the networking community, this way of 
selIfug bandwidth is already known as usage-based pricing. 3 In addition, the absence Qf up-front capital expense 
allows capital to be redirected to core business investment. I 

Therefore, even though Amazon's pay-as-you-go pricing (for example) could be more expensive tban buying and 
depreciating a comparable server ove!the same period, we argue that the cost is outweighed by the extremely important 
Cloud Computing economic benefits of elasticity and transference of risk, especially the risks of overprovisioning 
(underutilization)'and underprovisioning (saturation). 

We start with elasticity. The key observation is that Cloud Computing's ability to add or remove resources at a fine 
grain (one server at a time with EC2) and with a lead time of minutes rather than weeks allows matching resources 
to workload much more closely. Real world estimates of server utilization in datacenters range from p% to 20% 
[37, 381. This may sound shockingly low, but it is consistent with the observation that for many services the peak 
workload exceeds the average by factors of2 to 10. Few users deliberately provision for less than the expected Peak. 
and therefore they must provision for the peak and allow the resources to remain idle at nonpeak times. The more 
pronounced the variation, the more the waste. A simple example demonstrates how elasticity allows reducing this 
waste and can therefore more than compensate for the potentially higher cost per server-hour of paying-as-you-go vs. 
buying . 

. Example: Elasticity. Assume our service has a predictable daily demand where the peak requires 500 
servers at noon but the trough requires only 100 servers at midnight, as shown in Figure 2(a). As long as 
the average utilization over a whole day is 300 servers, the actual utilization over the whole day (shaded 
area under the curve) is 300 x 24 == 7200 server-hours; but since we mllst provision to the peak of 500 
servers, we pay for 500 x 2tl == 12000 server-hours, a factor of 1.7 more than what is needed. Therefore, 
as long as the pay-as-you-go cost per server-hour over 3 years" is·less than 1.7 times the cost of buying the 
server, we can save money, using utility computing. 

In fact, the above example underestimates the benefits of elasticity, because in addition to simple diurnal patterns, 
most nontrivial services also experience seasonal or other periodic demand variation (e.g .• e-commerce' peaks in De
cember and photo sharing sites peak after holidays) as well as some .me;,pected demand bu.rsts due to external events 
(e.g., news events). Since it can take weeks to acquire and rack new equipment, the only way to handle such spikes 
is to provision for them in advance. We already saw that even if service opemtors predict the spike sizes cOlIectly, 
capacity is wasted, and if they overestimate the spike they provision for. it's even worse.. 

TIley may also underestimate.the spike (Figure 2(b)). however. accidentally turning away excess users. While 
the monetary effects of overprovisioning are easily measured, those of underprovisioning are harder to measure yet 
potentially equally serious: not only do rejected users generate zero revenue, they may never come back due to poor 
service. Figure 2(c) aims to capture this behavior: users will desert an underprovisioned service until the peak user 
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Figure 2: (a) Even ifpeak: load can be correctly anticipated, without elasticity we waste resources (shaded area) during 
nonpeak times. (b) Underprovisioning case 1: potential revenue from users not served (shaded area) is sacrificed. (c) 
Undeiprovisioning case 2: some users desert the site permanently after ~periencing p.oor service; this attrition and 
possible negative press result in a permanent loss of a po~on of the revenue stream. 

I 

load eqiials the datacenter's usable capacity, at which point users again receive acceptable service, but with fewer 
potential users~ 

Example: Transferring risks. Suppose but 10% of users who receive poor service due to underpro
visioning are "pemi.anently lost" opportunities, i.e. users who would have remained regular visitors with 
a better experience. The site is initially provisioned to handle an expected peak of 400;000 users (1000 

"users per server x 400 servers), but unexpected positive press drives 500,000 users in the first hour. Of 
-the 100,000 who are turned away or receive bad service, by our assumption 10,000 of them are perma
nently lost, leaving an active user base of 390.000. The next hour sees 250,000 new unique users. The 
first 10,000 do fine. but the site is still over capacity by 240,000 users. This results in 24,000 additional 
defections, leaving 376.000 permanent users. If this. pattern continues, after Ig500000 or 19 hours. the 
number of new users will approach zero and the site will be at capacity ill steady state. Clearly. the service 
operator has collected less than 400,000 users' worth of steady, revenue during those 19 hours, however, 
a~in illustrating the underutilization argument -to say nothing of the bad reputation from the disgr~ntled 
users. 

Do such scenarios really occur in practice? When Animoto [4] ma~e its service available via Facebook, it expe
rienced a demand surge that resulted in growing from 50 servers to 3500 servers in three days. Even if the average 
utilization of each server was low. no one could have foreseen that resource needs would suddenly dt;lUble every 12 
hours for 3 days. After the peak subsided, traffic fell to a level that was well below the peak. So in this real world 
example, scale-up elasticity was not a cost optimization but an operational requirement, and scale-down elasticity 
allowed the steady-state expenditure to more closely match the' steady-state workload. _ 

Elasticity is valuable to established companies as well as startups. For example, Target, the·nation's second largest 
retailer, uses AWS for the Target.com website. While other retailers had severe performance problems and intermittent 
unavailability on ''Black Friday" (November 28), Target's and Amazon's sites' were just slower by about 50%. s 
Similarly, S8,lesforce.com hosts customers ranging from 2 seat to 40,000+ seat customers.' 

Even less-dramatic cases suffice to illustrate this key benefit of Cloud Computing: the risk of mis-estimating 
workload is shifted from the service operator to the cloud vendor. The cloud vendor may charge a premium (reflected 
as a higher llse-cost per server-hour compared to the 3-year purchase cost) for assuming this risk. We propose the 
following simple equation that generalizes all of the above cases. We assume the Cloud Computing vendor employs 
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usage-based pricing, in which customers pay proportionally to the amount of time and the amount of resources they 
use. While some argue for more sophisticated pricing models for infrastructure services [28, 6,40], we believe usage
based pricing will persist because it is simpler and more transparent, as demonstrated by its wide use by "real" utilities 
such as electricity and gas companies. Similarly, we assume that the customer's revenue is directly proportional to the 
total number of user-hours. This assumption is consistent with the ad-supported revenue model in which the number 
of ads served is roughly proportional to the total visit time spent by end users on the service. 

. 	 Costdatacenter) . 
UserHourscloud x (revenue - Costcloud) ;::: User Hours datacenter x {revenue - TT "li . (2)

ti zaUon 
The left-hand side multiplies the net revenue per user-hour (revenue realized per user-hour minus cost of paying 

Cloud Computing per user-hour) by the number of user-hours, giving the expected profit from using CIOlld Comput
ing. The right-hand side performs the same calculation for a fixed-capacity datacenter by factoring in the average 
utilization, including nonpeak workloads. Whichever side is greater represents the opportunity for higher profit. 

Apparently, if Utilization =1.0 (the datacenter equipment is 100% utilized), the two sides of the equation look 
the same. However, basic queueing theory tells us that as utilization approaches 1.0, system response time approaches 
infinity. In practice, the usable capacity of a datacenter (without compromising service) is typically 0.6 to 0.8.6 

Whereas a datacenter must necessarily overprovision to account for this "overhead," the cloud vendor can simply 
factor it into Costcloud' (TIus overhead explains why we use the phrase "pay-as-you-go" rather than rent or lease for 
utility computing. The latter phrases include this unusable overhead, while the former doesn't. Hence. even if you 
lease a 100 .Mbits/second Internet link, you can likely use only 60 to 80 Mbitslsecond in practice.) 

The equation makes clear that the common element in all of our examples is the ability to control the cost per user
hour of operating the service. III Example 1, the cost per user-hour without elasticity was high because of resources 
sittfug idle-higher costs but same number of user-hours. The same thing happens when over-estimation of demand 
results in provisioning for workload that doesn't materialize. In Example 2. the cost per user-hour increased as a result· 
of underestimating a spike and having to tum users away: Since some fraction of ,those users never retum, the fixed 
costs stay the same but are now amortized over fewer user-hours. This illustrates fundamentallirnitations of the "buy" 
model in the face of any nontrivial buistiness in the workload. 

Finally, there are two additional benefits to the Cloud Computing user that result from being able to change their 
resource usage on tfle scale'of hours rather than years. First, unexpectedly scaling down (disposing of temporarily
underutilized equipmenO-for example, due to a business slowdown, or ironically due to improved software efficiency
normally carries a'financial penalty. With 3-year depreciation, a $2.100 server decommissioned after 1 year of opera
tion represents a "penalty" of $1,400. Cloud Computing eliminates this penalty. 

Second, technology trends suggest that over the useful lifetime of some purchased equipment, hardware costs 

will fall ~d new hardware and software technologies will become available. Cloud. providers, who already enjoy 


.	economy-of':'scale buying power as described in Section 3, can potentially pass on some of these savings to their 
customers. Indeed. heavy users of AWS saw storage costs fall 20% and networking costs fall 50% over the last 2.5 
years, and the addition of nine new services or features to AWS over less than one year. 7 If new technologies or 
pricing plans become available to a cloud vendor. existing applications and customers can potentially benefit froni 
them immediately, without incurring a capital expense. In less than two years, Amazon Web Services increased the 
number of different types of compute servers ("instances") from one to five, and in less than one year they added seven 
new infrastructure services and two new operational support options. 8 

6.2 Comparing Costs: Should I Move to the Cloud? 

Whereas the previous section tried to quantify the economic value of specific Cloud Computing benefits such as 
elasticity, this section tackles an equally inlportant but larger question: Is it more economical to move my existing 
datacenter-hosted service to the cloud, or to keep it in a datacenter? 

Table 5 updates Gray's 2003 cost data [21] to 2008, allowing us to track the rate of change of key technologies for 
Cloud Computing for the last 5 years. Note that, as expected, wIde-area networking costs have improved the least in 5 
years, by less than a factor of 3. While computing costs have improved the most in 5 years, the ability to use the extra 
computing power is based on the assumption that programs can utilize all the cores on both sockets in the computer. 
This assumption is likely more true for Utility Computing, with many Virtual Machines serving thousands to millions 
of customers, than it is for programs inside the datacenter of a single company. 

To facilitate calculatiolls, Gray calculated what $1 bought in 2003. Table 5 shows his numbers vs. 2008 and 
compares to EC2IS3 charges. At first glance, it appears that a given dollar will go further if used to purchase hardware 
in 2008 than to pay for use of that same hardware. However, this simple analysis glosses flver several' important factors. 

Pay separately per resource. Most applications do not make equal use of computation, storage, and network 
bandwidth; some are CPU-bound, others network-bound. and so on, and may saturate one resource while underutilii
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Table 5: We update Gray's costs of computing resources from 2003 to 2008. normalize to what $1 could buy in 2003 
vs. 2008. and compare to the cost of paying per use of $1 worth of resources 00 AWS at 2008 prices.-

CPU hours (all cores) disk storage 

Item in 2003 


WAN bandwidth/mo. 
1 Mbps WAN link 2 GHz CPU. 2 GB DRAM 200 GB disk. 50 Mb/s 

transfer rate 
Costin 2003 $2000 $200 

$1 buys in 2003 


$lOO/mo. 
8 CPU hours 1 GB 


Item in 2008 

1GB 

2 GHz, 2 sockets, 4 1 TB disk, 115 MB/s sus
cores/socket, 4 GB DRAM 

100 Mbps WAN link 
tained transfer 


Costin 2008 
 $1000 $100 

$1 buys in 2008 


'$3600/mo. 
128 CPU hours 10GB 


cost/performance 

2.7GB 

16x_ lOx2.7x .improvement 

Cost to rent $1 . $0.27-$0.40 
 $2.56 $1.20-$1.50 

worth on AWS in i ($O.10-$0.15/GB x 3 GB) 
 (128x 2 VM's"@$O.lO ($0.12-$0.151GB-month 

2008 
 eacb) x 10 GB) 

ingothers. Pay-as-you-go-Cloud Computing can charge the application separately for each type of resource, reducing 
the waste of underutilizatioD. While the exact savings depends on the application, sllppose the CPU is only 50% 
utilized while the network is at capacity; then in a datacenter you are effectively paying for double the number of 
CPU cycles actually being used. So rather than saying it costs $2.56 to rent only $1 worth of CPU, it would be more 
accurate to say it costs- $2.56 to rent $2 worth of CPU. As a side note, AWS's prices for wide-area networking are 
actually more competitive than what a medium-sized company would pay for the sa,me bandwidth. 

Power; cooling and physical plant costs. The costs of power, cooling, and the amortized cost of the building are 
missing from our simple analyses so far. Hamilton estimates that the costs of CPU, storage and bandwidth roughly 
double wHen those costs are amortized- over the building's lifetime [23, 26]. Using this estimate, buying 128 hours 
of CPU in 2008 really costs $2 rather than $1. compared to $2.56 on EC2. Similarly, 10 GB of disk space costs $2 
rather than $1, compared to $1.20-$1.50 per month on S3. Lastly, S3 actually replicates the data at least 3 times for 
durability and performance, ensure durability, and will replicate it further for performance is there is high demand for 
the data. That means the costs are $6.00 when purchasing vs. $1.20 to $1.50 per month on S3. 

Operations costs. Today, hardware operations costs are very low-rebooting servers is easy (e.g., IP addressable 
power strips, separate out of band controllers, and so on) and minimally trained staff can replace broken components 
at the rack or server leveL On one hand, since Utility Computing uses virtual machines instead ofphysical machines, 
from the cloud user's point of view these tasks are shifted to the cloud provider. On the other hand, depending on the 
level ofvirtuaIization, much ofthe software management costs may remain-upgrades, applying patcbes, and so on. 
Returning to the "managed vs. unmanaged" discussion of Section 5, we believe these costs will be lower for managed 
environments (e.g. Microsoft Azure, Google AppEngine, Force.com) than for hardware-level utility computing (e.g. 
Amazon EC2), but it seems hard to quantify these benefits in a way that many would agree with.. . 

With the above caveats in mind, here is a simple example of deciding whether to move a service into the cloud. 

Example: Moving to cloud. Suppose a biology lab creates 500 GB of new data for every wet lab experi
ment. A computer the speed of one EC2 instance takes 2 hours per GB to process the new-data. The lab has 
the equivalent 20 instances locally, so the time to evaluate the experiment is 500 x 2/20 or 50 hours. They 
could process it in a single hour on 1000 instances at AWS. The cost to process one experiment would be 
just 1000 x $0.10 or $100 in computation and another 500 x $0.10 or $50 in network transfer fees. So far, 
so good. They measure tlle transfer rate from the lab to AWS at 20 Mbits/second. [19] The transfer time is 
.(500GB x 1000MB/GB x,8bita/Byte)/20Mbits/sec = 4,000,000/20 = 200,000 seconds or more 
than 55 bours. Thus, it takes 50 hours locally VS. 55 + I or 56 hOllrs on AWS, so they don't move to the 
cloud. (The next section offers an opportunity on how to overcome the transfer delay obstacle.) 

A related issue is the software complexity and costs of (partial or full) migrating data from a legacy enterprise 
application into the Cloud. While lnigration is a one-time task, the amount ofeffort can be significant and it needs to be 
considered as a factor in deciding to use Clolld Computing. This task is already spawning new business opportunities 
for companies that provide data integration across public and private Clouds. 
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1b.ble 6: Top 10 Obstacles to and Opportunities for Adoption and Growth of Cloud Computina 
~-

Opportunity :Obstacle 
Use Multiple Cloud Providers to provide Business Continuity; 

Use Elasticity to Defend Against DDOS attacks ' 


2 


1 • Availability of Service 

Standardize APIs; 
Make compatible software available to enable Surge Computing 

3 

Data Lock-In 

Deploy Encryption, VLANs, and Firewalls; 

Accommodate National Laws via Geographical Data Storage 


Data Confidentiality and Auditability 

FedExing Disks; Data Backup/Archival; 

Lower WAN Router Costs; Higher Bandwidth LAN Switches 


5 


Data Transfer Bottlenecks 4 

hnproved Virtual Machine Support; Flash Memory; 
Gang Scheduling VMs for HPC apps 

6 

Perfonnance Unpredictability 

Invent Scalable Store 
7 

Scalable Storage 
Invent Debugger that relies on Distributed VMs 


8 

Bugs in Large-Scale Distributed Systems 

Invent Auto-Scaler that relies on Machine Learning; 
Snapshots to encourage Cloud Computing Conservationism 

9 

Scaling' Quickly 

Offer reputation-guarding services like those for email Reputation Fate Sharing 
Pay-for-use licenses; Bulk use salesSoftware Licensing 10. 

7 Top 10 Obstacles and Opportunities for CI~)Ud Computing 

In this section, we offer a ranked list of obstacles to the growth of Cloud Computing. Each. obstacle is palred with 
an opportLlnity-Our thoughts on how to overcome the obstacle! ranging from straightforward product development 
to major research projects. Table 6 summarizes our top ~eu obstacles and opportunities. The first three are technical 
obstaCles to the adoption of Cloud Computing, the next five are technical obstacles to the growth of Cloud Computing 
once it has been adopted, and the last two are policy and business obstacles to the adoption of Cloud Complfting. 

Number 1 Obstacle: Availability of a Service 

Orgaruzatfons worry about whether Utility Computing services wID have adequate availability, and this makes some 
wary of Cloud Computing. Ironically, existing SaaS products have set a high standard in this regard. GQogle Search 
is effectively the dial tone of the Internet: if people went to Google for search and it wasn't available, they would 
think the internet was down. Users expect si.milar availability from new services, which is hard to do. Thl:ile 7 shows 
recorded outages for Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), AppEngine and Gmail in 2008, and explanations for the 
outages. Note that despite' the negative publicity due to these outages, few enterprise IT infrastructures are as good. 

Table 7: OutaJ?;es in AWS. AppEmtine. and Gmail 
~ ~. 

Service and Outage 
S3 outage: authentication service overload leading to unavailability [39] 
S3 outage: Single bit error leading to gossip protocol blowup. (41] 
AppEngine partial outage: programming error [43] 
Gmail: site unavailable due to outage in contacts system [29] 

Duration 
2 hours 

6-8 hours 
5 hours 

1.5 hours 

Date 
2115108 
7/20108 
6/17/08 
8/11108 

Just as large Internet service providers use multiple network providers so that failure by a single company will 
not take them off the air, we believe the only plausible solution to very high avaiiability is multiple Cloud Compu~ing 
providers, The high-availability computing community has long followed the mantra "no single source of failure," 
yet the management of a Cloud Computing service oy a single company is in fact a single point of failure. Even 
if the company has multiple datacenters in different geographic regions using different network providers, it may 
have common software infrastructure and accounting systems, or the company may even go out of business. Large 
custom~rs will be reluctant to migrate to Cloud Computing without a business-cQntinuity strategy for such situations. 
We believe the best chance for independent software stacks is for them to be provided by different companies, as it 
has been difficult for one company to justify creating and maintain two stacks in the name of software dependability. 

Another availability obstacle is Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.. Criminals threaten to cut off the 
incomes of SaaS providers by making their service unavailable, extorting $10,000 to $50,000 payments to prevent the 
launch of a DDoS attack. Such attacks typically use large "botnets" that rent bots.on the black market for $0.03 per 
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bot (simulated bogus user) per week [36]. Utility Computing offers SaaS providers the opportunity to defend against 
DDoS attacks by using quick scale-up. Suppose an EC2 instance can handle 500 bots, and an attack is launched that 
generates an extra 1 GB/second'of bogus network bandwidth and 500,000 bois. At $0.03 per bot, such an attack 
would cost the attacker $15,090 invested up front. At AWS's current prices, the attack would cost the victim an extra 
$360 per hour in network bandwidth and an extra $100 per hour (1,000 instances) of computation. The attack would 
therefore have to last 32 hours in order to cost the potential victim more than it would the blaclanailer. A botnet attack 
this long may be difficult to sustain, since the longer an attack lasts the easier it is to uncover and defend against, and 
the attacking bots could not be immediately re-used for other attacks on the same provider. As with elasticity, Cloud 
Computing shifts the attack target from the SaaS provider to the Utility Computing provider, who can more readily 
absorb it and (as we argued in Section 3) is also iikely to have already DDoS protectiot;! as a core competency. 

Number 2 Obstacle: Data Lock-hI 

Software stacks have improved interoperability among platforms, but the APls for Cloud Computing itself are still 
'essentially proprietary, or at least have not been the subject of active standardization. Thus, customers cannot easily 
extract their data and programs from one site to run on another. Concern about the difficult of extracting data from the 
cloud is preventing some organizations from adopting Cloud Computing. Customer lock-in· may be attractive to Cloud 
Computing providers, but Cloud Computing users are vulnerable to price increases (as Stallman warned), to reliability 
problems, or even to providers' going out of business. 

For example, an online storage service called The Linkup shut down on August 8, 2008 after losing access as much 
as 45% of customer data [12]. The Linkup, in turn, had relied on the online storage s~rvice Nirvanix to store customer 
data, and now there is finger pointing between the two organizations as to why customer data was lost. Meanwhile, 
The Linkup's 20,000 users were told the service was no longer available and were urged to tryout another storage site. 

The obvious solution is to standardize the APIs so that a SaaS developer could deploy serviceli
J 
and data across 

multiple Cloud Computing providers so that the failure of a single company would not take all copies of customer data 
with it. The obvious fear is that this would lead to a "race-to-the-bottom" of clou'd pricing and flatten the profits of 
CloLid Computing providers. We offer two arguments to allay this fear. 

First, the quality of a service matters as well as the price, so customers will not necessarily jump to the lowest"cost 
service. Some Internet Service Providers today cost a factor of ten more than others because they are more dependable 
and offer: extra services to improve usability. 

Second, in addition to mitigating data lock-in concerns, standardization of APIs enables a new usage model in 
which the same software infrastructure can be used in a Private Cloud and in a Public Cloud. 9 Such an option could 
enable "Surge Computing," in which the public Cloud is used to capture the extra tasks that cannot be easily run in the 
datacenter (or private cloud) due to temporarily heavy workloads. 10 

Number 3 Obstacle: Data Confidentiality and Auditability 

"My sensitive corporate'data will never be in the cloud," Anecdotally we have heard this repeated multiple times. 
Current cloud offerings are essentially public (rather than private) networks, exposing the system to more attacks. 
There are also requirements for auditability, in the sense of Sarbanes-Oxley and Health and Human Services Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations that must be provided for corporate data to be 
moved to the cloud. 

We believe that there are no fundamental obstacles to making a cloud-computing environment as secure as the 
vast majOlity of in-house IT environments, and that many of the obstacles can be overcome immediately with well
understood technologies such as encrypted storage, Virtual Local Area Networks, and network middleboxes (e.g. 
firewalls, packet filters). For example, encrypting data before placing it in a Cloud may be even more secure than 
unencrypted data in a local data center; tllis approach was successfully used by TC3, a healthcare company with access 
to sensitive patient records and healthcare Claims, when moving their HlPAA-compliant application to AWS [2]. . 

Similarly, auditability could be added as an additional layer beyond the reach of tile virtualized guest OS (or 
virtualized application environment), providing facilities arguably more secure than those built into the applications 
themselves and centr~lizing the software responsibilities related to confidentiality and auditability into a single logical 
layer. Such a new feature reinforces the Cloud Computing perspective of changing our focus from specific hardware . 
to the virtualized capabilities being provided. . 

A related concern is that many nations have laws requiring SaaS providers to keep customer data and copyrighted 
material within national boundaries. Similarly, some busineSses ~ay not like tile ability of a country to get access to 
their data via the court system; for example, 'a Europ~an customer might be concerned about using SaaS in the United 
States given the USA PATRIOT Act. 
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Cloud Computing gives SaaS providers and SaaS users greater freedom to place their storage. Fpr example, 
Amazon provides S3 services located physically in the United States 'and in Europe, allowing providers to keep data in 
whichever they choose. With AWS regions, a simple configuration change avoids the need to find and ne'gotiate with 
a hosting provider overseas. 

Number4 Obstacle: Data Transfer Bottlenecks 

Applications continue to become more data-intensive. If we assqme applications may be "pulled apart" across the 
boundaries of clouds, tllls may complicate data placement and transport. At $100 to $150 per terabyte transferred.
these c;:osts can q'uicldy add up, making data transfer costs .an important i~sue. Cloud users and cloud providers have to, 
ihin~ about the implications of placement and traffic at every level of. the system if they want to minimize costs. This 
kind of reasonfng can'beseen in Amazon's development of their new Cloudfront service. , 

aue opportunity to overcome the high cost of Internet transfers is to ship disks. Jim Gray found that the cheapest 
way- to s~nd' a lot of data is 'to physically send disks or even Whole, computers via overnight delivery services [22]. 
Although there are no guanintees from the manufacturers of.disks or computers that you can reliably ship'data that 
way, he'expenenced only one failure in about 400 attempts (and ~ven this could be mitigated by" shipping extra disks 
with rei:liindant'1:laia in a R:AiD~Uke manner). 

To'quantify'the argument, assume that we want to ship 10 TB from U.C. Berkeley to Amazon,in Seattle, WaSh
ington. Glfrfinkel measured pandwidth to S3 from three sites imd found an average. write bandwidth of 5 to 18 
Mbitslsecondr [19JSuppose we get 20 Mbitlsec.over a WAN link. Itwould take 
10 *101z Bytest(~O X 106 bits/second) = (8 x 1013)/(2 x 107) seconds = 4,000,000 seconds. 
which is more th3n45 days. Amazon would also charge you $ lOOP in network transfer fees when it received the data. 

If we instead senften 1 TB disks via ovemight shipping, it would take less than a day to transfer 10 TB and the 
costWQuid be roughly $400, an effective band'width of about 1500 Mbitlsec,11 Thus, "Netliix for Cloud Computing" 
coold halve costs of bulk transfers into the cloud but more importantly reduce fatency by a factor of 45. 

, R~.turning to ,the biofogy ro.l? example from Section 6, it would'take about 1 hom; to write a disk, 16 hours to FedEx 
a:disk. about 1 hour to reail 500'GB, and:ilien 1 hour to process it. Thus, the time to process the experim~nt would be 
20 hO[!fs instead· of50, arid:the cost is would be around $200 per experiment, so they decide to m~:lVe to the cloud after 

. aU..As'disk capacity and cosH?et.gigaoyte are growing much faster than network cost-performance-lOX vs. less 
tlian· 3X in the last5. years' accori:lhig to Table 5-the FedEx disk option for large data transfers will get more attractive-
each year. . 

A second opportunity is to find other reasons to make it attractive to keep data in the cloud. for once data is in. the 
cloud for any' reason itniay no longer be' a bottleneck and may enable new services that could drive the purchase of 
Cloud'Computing cycles. Amazon recently began hosting'large public datasets (e.g. US Census data) for free on 83; 
since there is nocharge to trarisfer data between S3 and EC2. these datasets might "attract" EC2 cycles. As another 
example, consider off-site archival and backup'services. Since companies like Amazon. Goog1e, and Microsoft likely 
send much-more data 'than'they receive, the cost of ingress bandwidth could be much less. Therefore. for example. if 
weeldy fuU'backups are moved by shipping physical disks and compressed daily incremental backups are sent over 
the network, Clolid Computing might be able to offer an affordable off-premise backup service. Once archived data is 
in the'cloud, new services become possible that COllld result in selling more Cloud Computing cycles. such as creating 
searchable indices of all your archival data or performing image recognition on'all your archived photos to group them 
according to who appears in each pqoto.12 

A third, more radical opportunity is to try to reduce the cost of WAN bandwidth mote quickly. One estimate is 

that two-thirds of the cost of WAN bandwidth is the cost of the high-end routers, whereas only one-third is the fiber 

cost [27J. Researchers are exploring simpler routers builtfrom commodity components with centralized. control 'as a 

low-c,?st alternative to the high-end distribl!ted routers [33]. Ifsuch technology were deployed by WAN provid~, we 

could see WAN costs dropping more quickly than they have historically. 


In addition to WAN bandwidth being a bottleneck" intra-cloud networking technology m/l-y 1J.e a performance 
bottleneck as well. Today inside the datacenter. typically 20-80 processing nodes within a rack are connected via 
a top-of-rack switch to a second level aggregation switch; These in tum are connected via routers to storage area 
networks and wide-area connectivity, such as the Intemet or inter-datacenter WANs. Inexpensive 1 Gigabit. Ether
net (lGbE) is universally deployed at the lower levels of aggregation. This,oandwidth can represent a performance 
bottleneck for inter-node processing patterns that burst packets across the interconnect. such as the shuffle step that 
occurs betw,een Map and Reduce producing. Another 'set of batch applications that need higher bandwidth is high 
performance computing applications; lack of bandwidth is one reason few scientists using Cloud Computipg. 

10 Gigabit Ethernet is typically used for the aggregation links in cloud networks, but is currently' too expensive 
to deploy for individual servers (about $1000 for a 10 GbE server connection today. vs. $100 for a IGbE connec
tion). However, as the cost per 10 GbE server connections is expected to drop to less than $200 in 2010. it will gain 
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Figure 3: (a) Memory benchmark performance on 75 Virtual Machines running the STREAM benchmark on left and 
(b) Disk performance writing 1 GB files on 75 VIrtual Machines on right. 

widespread deploYment inside- the cloud since ~t has Ute highly desirable effect of reducing data transfer latencies and 
netytork contentiop.. This in turn enables more cores and virtual machines per physical server node oy scaling up the 
network. Also in 2010, 40 GoE and 100 GbE will appear for the higher aggr~gation layers [10]. 

Nririi,bet 5- Obstacl~: 'Performance Unpredi~tabiIity 
biir"ex~deIice"is tli~t inuftfple' Viiual Mac1iiD.es can share CPUs and main memory surpr~ingly well in Cloud Com
puting; but that J/O'shanng is mcir~' problematic. Figure 3(a) shows the average memory pandwiath for 75 EC2 
instances'running the STREAM me~ory'benchmark [32]. The mean bandwidth is 1355 MBytes per second, with a 
standard"deviation ofJust 521>4Byteslsec, less than 4% of the mean. Figure 3(b) shows the average disk bandwidth 
for 75:EC2 ihstanceS each writiI;lg 1 GB files to local rusk. The mean disk write bandwidth is nearly 55 MBytes per 
second with a standaid"deviation of a little over 9 MByteslsec, more than 16% of the mean. This demonstrates the • 
problem ofI/O interference oetween virtual machines. 

One opportunity is to improve architectures and operating systems to efficiently virtualize interrupts and I/O chan
nels. Technologies such as PClexpress are difficult to virtualize, but they are critical to the cloud. One reason to be 
hopeful is that IBM mafuframes and operating systems ,largely overcame these problems in the 1980~, so we have 
successful' examples'from which to learn, 

Another possibility is that flash memory will decrease I/O interference. Flash is, semiconductor memory that 
preserves information when powered off like 'mechanicalnard'disks,but since it has no moving parts, iris much faster 
to access (microseconds vs. milliseconds) and uses less energy. Flash memory can sustain many more I/Os per second 
per gigabyte of storage than disks, so multiple. virtual machines with conflicting random I/O workloads could co~st 
better on the same physical computer without the interference we see with mechanical disks. The lack of interference 
that we see with semiconductor main memory in Figure 3(a) might extend to semicgnductor storage as well, thereby 
increasing the number of applications that can run well on VMs and tb.us share a single computer. This advance could 
lower costs to Cloud Computing providers, and eventually to Cloud Computing consumers. 

Another unpredictability obstacle concerns the scheduling of virtual machines for some classes of batch processing 
programs, specifically for high performance computing. Given that high-performance computing is used tl? justify 
Govemment purchases of $100M supercomputer centers with 10,000' to 1,000,000 processors,- there certainly are 
many tasks with pamllelism that can benefit from elastic computing. Cost associativity means that there is no cost 
penalty for using 20 times as much computing for 1!20th the time. Potential applications that could benefit include 
those with very high potential financial returns-financial analysis, petroleum exploration, movie animation-and 
could easily justify paying a modest premium fot a20x speedup. One estimate is that a third of today's server market 
is high-performance computing (10]. 

The obstacle to attracting HPC is not the use of clusters; most parallel computing today is done in large clusters 
using the message-passing interface MPI. The problem is that m!lny HPC applications need.to ensure t~at all the 
threads of a program are running simultaneously, and today's virtual machines and operating systems do not,provide 
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a progranuner-visible way to ensure this. Thus, the,opportunity to overcome this obstacle is to offer something like 
"gang scheduling" for Cloud Computing. 13' , 

Number 6 Obstacle: Scalable Storage 

Early iii. this paper, we'identified'three properties whose combination gives Clo!-,d Computing its appeal: short-tenn 
usage (which implies scaling down as well as up when resources are no longer needed), no up-front cost, and infinite 
capacity on-demand., While it's straightforward what this means when applied to computation. it's less' obvious how 
to apply it to persistent storage. , 

As 'table 4 shows, there have been many attempts to answer this question, varying,in the richness of tile query and 
storage API's, the'perfonnance guariultees offered. and the complexity of data structures that are directly suppoi"ted 
by the storage system (e:g., scliema-less blbbs vs. column-oriented storage). 14 The opportunity, which is ~tin an open 
research problem, is to' create a storage sYstem would riot only meet these needs but combine them with the cloud 
advantages of scaling arbiu-arily'up and down on-demand, as well as meeting programmer expectations.in regard to 
resouice management for s'calability, data durability, and high availability. 

NllIilber 7 QbsfaCle: Bugs hi,Large-Scale Distributed Systems 

Oile of the difficult challenges in Cloud Computing is removIng errors in these very large scale distributed systems. A 
common occurrence is that these bugs cannot be reproduced in smaller configurations, so, the debugging must occur at 
'scale in the production'daqtcenters. 

One opportunity may.. tie 'the reliance on virtual mrichines in Cloud Computing, Many traditional SaaS providers 
developed thd(infrastructure without 'using VMs, either because they precec;Ied the rel?ent popularity of VMs or 
because they feJt tlleY could not afford ilie perfonnance hit of vMs. Since ~ are de rigllelll' in Utility Computing, 
that level' ofvirtualizanon may make it p'ossibleto capture valuable information in 'ways that are implausible without. 
vMs. . 

, , . 
Nuiribel" 8 'Obstacle:' Stilling Quickly. , 

.Pay:as~You~go teitaiiilyapplies' to storage and·to network bandwidth, both of which count bytes used. Complitation 
is' slightly: differen~ :depending' on the virtuhlization level. Google AppEngine automatically scales in response 'to 
load increases ana decreases, and tisers are charged by the cycles used. AWS charges' by the hour for th~ nufnberof 
instance'iryou occupy; even: ifyour machine is idle., 

The opportunity is then to automatically scale quickly up and'down in reSponse to load in order to save money, 
but without violating service level ~greements. Indeed, one R:AD Lab focus is the pervaSive and aggressive use of 
statistical macliine learning as a duignostic and predictive tool that would allow dynamic scaling, automatic reaction 
to perfonnance and correctness problems, and generally aUtomatic'management of many aspects of these systems. 

Another reason for scaling is to conserve resources as well as money. Since an idle computer uses about two-thirds 
of the pOwer of a bilsy computer, careful use of resources could reduce the impact of datacenters on the environment, 
whicn is currently receiving a great deal of negative attention. Cloud Computing providers already perfonn careful 
ana low overhead accounting of resource conSumption. By imposing per-hour and per-byte costs, utility computing 
encourages progranuners to pay attention to efficiency (Le., releasing and acquiring resources only w4en necessary), 
and allows more direct measurement of operational and development inefficiencies. 

Being aware of costs is the first step to conservation, but the hassles of configuration make it tempting to leave 
machines idle overnight so that Ilothing has to be done to get started when developers return to work the next day. A 
fastaqd easy-to-use snapshot/restart tool might further encourage conservation ofcomputing resources. 

Nu~ber 9 Obstacle: Reputation Fate Sharing 

Reputations do not virtualize well: One customer's' bad behavior can affect the reputation of the cloud as a whole. For 
instance, blacklisting ofEC2 IP addresses [31] by spanl-prevention services may limit which applications can be effec.
tively hosted. An opportunity would be to create reputation-guarding services similar to the "trusted email" services 
currently offered (for a fee) to services hosted on smaller ISP's, which e;<perience a microcosm of !his problem. 

Anotber legal issue is the question of transfer of legal liability-Cloud Computing providers would want legal 
liability to remain witb the customer and not be transferred to them {i.e., the company sending the Spa!D should be 
held liable, not Amazon}. 
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Numb~r 10 Obstacle: Software Licensing 

Current software licenses commonly restrict the computers on which the software can run. Users pay for the software 
and, then pay an annual maintenance fee. Indeed, SAP announced that it would increase its annual maintenance fee to 
at least 22% of the purchase price of the software, which is comparable to Oracle's pricing [38]. Hence, many cloud 
computing' providers originally relied on operi source software in part because the licensing model for, commercial 
software is'not'a good match to Utility Computing. 

The pnmary opportumty is either for open source to remmn popular or simply for commercial software companies 
to change their licensing structure to better fit Cloud Computing. For example, Microsoft and Amazon now offer 
pay-:as~y6u~go sOftware licensing for Wmdows Server and Windows SQL Server on EC2. An EC2 instance running 
Microsoft Wmdows costs $0.15 per hour instead of the traditional $0.10 per hour of the open sou,rce version.IS 

Pi. related obstaCle is encollraghig sales forces of software companies to sell products into Cloud Computing. Pay
as-you-go seems incompatible with'the quarterly sales tracking used to measure effectiveness, which is based on 
one-time purchases; ,The opportunity for cloud providers is simply to offer prepaid plans for bulk: uSe that can be'sold 
at discOunt. Foh~x:imple., Oracle sales people might sell 100,000 instance hours using Oracle that can be used over 
the next two years at a,cost less than is the cUstomer were to purchase 100,000 hours on their own. 'They coulCl then 
meet their quiirterlY quotas arid:make their commissions from cloud sales as well as from traditional softWare sales, 
potentially converting'this customer-facing part of a company from n~ysayers into advocates of cloud computing. 

8 ConclusiOn and Questions about the Clouds of Tomorrow 

The long dreanied vision of computing as a utility is finally emerging. The elasticity of a utility'matches the need of 
bilsfuesses providi'ng,services directly to customers over the Internet, as workloads can grow (and shrink) far faster 
than 20 years ago. ,It used to. take years to grow a business to several million customers - now it can happen in months. . '. " ,

'From the cloud' provider's view; the construction of very large datacenters at low cost sites using commodity 
computing, storage,' and' networking uncovered the possibility 6f'selling those resources on a pay-as:.you-go model 
below'the costs of many medium-sized datacenters, while making a profit by statistically multiplexing among a large 
gtoup of cUstomers. From the cloua nser's view, it would be as startling for a new software. startup to build its own 
datacenter as·i~ wourci- fo~ a ,hardware startup to build its own fabrication line. In addition to startups, many other 

. established organizations take advantage of the elasticity of Cloud Computing regularly, including newspapers like the 
Washington Post; movie companies like PiXar, and universities like ours. Our lab has benefited substantially from.. the 
ability to complete'research by conference deadlines and adjust resources over the semester to accommodate course 
deadlines. As Cloud' Computing users, we were relieved of dealing with the twin dangers, of over-provisioning and 
under-provisioning oUr internal datacenters. 

Some question' Whether'companies accustomed to high~margin businesses. such as ad revenue from search engines 
and traditional packaged software"can compete in Cloud Computing. First, the question presumes that Cloud Com
puting is a small margin business based on its low cost. Given the typicallltilization of medium-sized datacenters, the 
potential factors Of 5. to 7 in economies of scale, and the further savings in selection of cloud datacenter locations, the 
apparently'low costs offered to cloud users may still be highly profitable to cloud providers. Second, these companies 
may already have the datacenter, networking, and software 'infrastructure in place for their mainline businesses, so 
Cloud Computing represents the opportunity for more income at little extra cost. 

Although Cloud Computing providers may run afoul of the obstacles summarized in Table 6, we believe that over 
the long run providers will successfully navigate these challenges and set an example for others to follow, perhaps by 
successfully exploiting the opportunities that correspond to those obstacles. 

Hence, devel<}pers would be wise to design their next generation of systems to be deployed into Cloud Comput
ing. In general, the emphasis should be horizontal scalability to hundreds or tliousands of virtual machines over the 
efficiency of the system on a single virtual machine. There are specific implications as well: 

• Applications Software,of the future will likely have a piece that runs on clients and a piece that runs in the 
ClOUd. The cloud piece needs to both scale down rapidly as well as scale up, which is.a new requirement for 
software systems. The client piece needs to be useful when disconnected from the Cloud, which is not the case 
for many Web 2.0 applications today. Such software also needs a pay-for-use licensing model. to match needs 
of Cloud Computing . 

• Infrastructure Software of the future needs to be cognizant that it is 110 longer running on bare metal but on 
virtual machines. Moreover, it needs to have billing built in from the beginning, as it is very difficult to retrofit 
an accounting system. . 
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• Hardware Systems of the-future need to be designed at the scale of a container (at least a dozen racks) rather 
than at the scale of a single 1 U box or single rack, as that is the minimum level at which it will be purchased. Cost 
of operation will match-performance and cost ofpur~hase in importance in, the acquisition decision. Hence, they 
need to strive for energy proportiollalil)' [9] by making it possible to put into low power mode the idle portions of 
the memory; storage, and networking, which already happens inside a microprocessor today. Hardware should 
also be designed assuming that the lowest level software will be virtual machines rather than a single native 
operating'system, and it wil1 need to facilitate flash as anew level ofthe memory hierarchy between DRAM and 
disk. Finally, we need improvements in bandwidth and costs for both datacenter switches and WAN routers. 

While we 'are optimistic about the future of Cloud Computing, we would love to look into a crystal ball to see how 
popular it is and.what i~ will look like in five years: 
, 'Change'In Technology alid Prices Over Time: What will billing units be like for the higher-level virtualization 

clouds? What will Table' 5, tracking the relative prices of different resources, look like? Clearly, the, number of 
. cores per chJp will increase over time" doubling every two to four years. Flash memory has the potential of adding 
anotner relatively fast layer to the classic memory hierarchy; what will be its billing unit? Will technology or business 
innovationS-accelerate netWork bandwidth-pricing, which is cUrreritly the most slowly~improving technology? 

VirtunIizntion'Level:, Will Cloud Computing be dominated by lOW-level hardware virtual machines like Amazon 
Ec;:2, intermediate langi:!age: offerings'like Microsoft Azure, or high~level frameworks like Google AppEngine? Or 
will we have-many virtuhlizatioillevels that match different applications? Will,vallie-added services by independent 
companies like RightScale, Heroku, or EngineYard survive ittUtility 'Computing, or will the successful services be 
entirety co~opted by'the Cloud providers? If they do consolidate to a single virtualization layer, will multiple compa
nies embrace acommon standard? Win this lead to a race to the bottom in pricing so that it's unattractive to become a 
Cloud Computing provider, or will they differentiate in services or quality to maintain margins? 
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Notes 
1The related teml "grid computing:' from the High Performance Computing community, suggests protocols to offer sl~ computation and 

storage over long distances, but tbose protocols did not lead to a software envirolllllent that grew beyond its community. Anoth.:r phrase found in 
Cloud Computing papers is mllititenanr, which simply peans multiple customers frqm different companies are using saaS, so customers lIIld tlleir 
data need to be protected from each other. 

Vrhe challenge of disconnected operation "is not new to clOUd computing; extensive research has examined the problems ofdisconnected opera
tion. with roots in the Coda /ilesystem (301 and the Bayou database (18]. We simply point out ~ satisfuctory application-level and protocol-level 
solutions have been developed and adopted in many domains, including lMAP email, CaJDAV calendars, version-control systems such as CVS and 
Subversion. and recently, Google Gears for IavaScript in-browser applications, that can run disconnected. We are confident that similar approacbes 
will develop as demanded by mobile applications that wish to use the cloud. 

lUsage.based pricing is different from renting. Renting a resource involves paying a negotiated cost to have the resource over some time period. 
whether or not you use the resource. Pay-as-you-go involves metering, usag= and churging based on actual use. indep~ndently of the time period 
over whicb tJle usage occurs. Amazon AWS rounds up their billing to the nwest server-hour or gigabyte-month, but the associated dollar amounts 
arc small enough (pennies) to make AWS a true pay-as-you-go service." , 

4The most common financial models used in the US allow II. capital expense to be depreciated (deducted from tax obligations) linwly over a 
3-year period,. so we use this figure ann ~timate of equipment Iifetilne in our cost comparisons. , 

sAccording'to statistics collected by Keynote Systems Inc. on Black Friday 2008 (November 28th), Target and Amazon's e-COll1ffierce sites 
were slower on Friday - "a tronsaction that tooli:. 25 seconds last week required about 40 seconds Friday morning" (S]. 

62nd edition or HenncssylPattersoll had th.:se rules or t1lumb ror storage systems: 

• I/O bus < 75% 

• Disk bus SCSI <40% (when attach multiple disks per bus) 
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• Disk arm. seeking < 60% 

• Disk 10 per second or ME/s < 80% peak 

Hence, 60% to 80% is a safa upper bO\lnd. . 
'Table 8 shows changes in prices Cor AWS storage and n~tworking over 2.5 years. 

Table 8: Changes in price of AWS S3 stor, 
Storage Cost ofData 

Date I <50TB 50-100TB 100.500 
3/l3706 ---l SO:u -$0.15 $0.15 
1019108 SO.I5 .$0.14 SO.13 $0.12 

'ce 100% 93% 81% 80% 

% OriginafPrice 

In' 
$0.20 
SO.W 
$0.10 
50% 

Cost per GD of' WiilC·Al'ca Netl-vorking TriUfic 
Quc<IOTB Qut:1O-50TS Out:50-1S0TB 

$0.20 $0.2-U- SO.20 
$O.lS SO.16 SO.13 
.$0.17 $0.13 SO.Il 
85% 65% 55% 

OUI! >f50TB 
$0.20 
SO.13 
SO.lO 
50% 

8 Table 9 shows the new services and'support options AWS adi:led during 2OOS, and the date of each introduction. Table 10 shows the different 
types ofAWS compute instances and the date etlcp. type w~, introduced. 

ervices. 

• OpenSolnrls and MySQL Enterprise on AI1lazon EC2 
Announcing RVis Premium Support, 
Announcing Elastic IP Addresses and AvllilaDllity Zones ror AmaiOriECZ 

Table 10: Diversity of EC2 instances over time. 
CastJ I Compute DRAM Disk (GB) Compute/$ GBDRA,vYS GB DiskiS 

Units (GB) 
1.7 160 10 17.0 1600 
7S 850 10 .18.8 2130 

Large I SO.80 I 8 15.0 1690 to 18.8 2110 
CPU Medium L$0.20 I 5 1.7 350 2S . S.5 1750 
CPU Extra Large I SO.80 I 20 7.0 1690 25 8.8 2110 

9While such standardization can occur for the full spectrum of utility computing, the ability of the leading cloud providers to distribute software 
to match standardized APIs vnrles. Microsoft is in the software distribution business, so it would seem to be a small step for Azure to publish all the 
APIs and offer software to run in the datacenter. Interestingly for AWS and Google AppEngine, t~e beste.~amples of standardizing APls come from 
open sources efforts from outside t1iese companies. Hadoop and Hypertahle ate efforts to recreate the Google infulstruc!lIre [111. and Eucalyptus 
recreates important aspects of the EC2 API [34]. 

I°Indeed, harking back to Section 2, "surge chip fabrication" is one of the common uses of "cliip-les" fabrication companies like TSMC. 
11 AITB 3.5" disk weighs 1.4 pounds. If we assume that packaging ~aterial adds about 20% to the weight, the shipping weight of 10 diSks is 17 

pounds. FedE:t charges about 30100 to deliver such acpackage by 10:30 A1I{the next day and about .$50 to deliver it in 2 days. Similar to Netlli:t. 
Amazon might let you have one ('disk boat" on· loan to use when you need it. Thus, the round-trip shipping cost for Amazon to ship you Ii. set or 
disks and for you to ship it back Is $150, assuming 2-day delivery from Amazon and overnight delivcry to send it to Amazon. It would then take 
Amazon about 2.4 hours to "dump" the disk contents into their datacenter (n 1TB disk em trallsfer lit 115 Mbytes!sec). Ifeach disk contllins whole 
files (e.g. a Linux ext3 or Windows 'NTFS filesystem). all disks could be read or written in paralle\. While It's hard to put II cost of internal data 
center LAN bandwidth, it is surely' at Ienst 100x less expensive than WAN bmdwidth. Let's assume the labor costs to unpack disks, load them so . 
that they can be read, repackage them. and so on is .$20 per disk. 

The'totllilatency is then less than II dllY (2.4 hours to write, 14-18 hours for overnight shipping, 2,4 hours to read) at a cost about $400 (SSO to 
receive from Anlazon. Sloo to send to AmllZOn, S200 for labor costs, lind S40 charge for internal Amazon LAN bandwidth and labor cliatges). 

Rather than ship disks, another option would be to ship II whole disk array including sheet metal. fans, power suppliers. and network interfl\Ces. 
The extra components would increase the shipping weight, but it would sImplify connection of storage to the Cloud and to the local device and 
reduce labor. Note that you would want II lot more network bandwidth than is typically p~vided in conventional disk arrays, since you don't want 
to stretch the time load or unload the data. . 

12 The relatively new company Data Domain uses specialized compression algorithms tIlilored to incremental backups, they can reduce the size 
of these backups by a factor of 20. Note that compression can also reduce the cost to utility computing providers of their standard storage products. 
Lo55less compression cm reduce data demands by factors for two.to three for many dlltll types•.and much higher for some. 'The Cloud Computing 
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provider likely hIlS spare computation cycles at mllny times !hat could be used to compress data thlle hIlS not been used recendy. Thus, the actual 
stotage costs could be two to three times less Iban customers believe they are storing. Although-customers could do compression as weU, they have 
to pay the computing cycles to compress and decompress the data, and do not have the lUXury of"free" computation. 

A second advantage that customers cannot have is to "de·dupe" files across multiple customers. ThIs approach to storage calculates a signature 
for each file and then only stores a single copy of it on disk. Examples of files that could be identical across many customers include binaries for 
poelar programs and popular images and other media. 

1For example. to simplify parallel progr.unming Its common to have phases where all the threads compute and then all the threads communicate. 
Computation and comtaunication phllSes are separated by a barrier synchronization, where every thread must wait until the IIlSt thread is finishing 
computing or communicating. If some thre:u:lS of the gang are not running, that slows down these phases until they all have run. Although we 
could ask high-performance computing programmers to rewrite their programs using more relaxed synchronization, such as that foul1d In Google's 
Map Reduce. a shorw term option would JUSt be for the Cloud Computing provider to offer simultaneous gang scheduling of virtual JIll\Chines as a 
Utility Computing option. 

14AmOO;Amazon's earliest offeriog was S3, a primary-key-only store for large binary objects. While S3 manages its own n:plicatioll, failure 
maskiog'and provisioning, the programmatic API is that of a key·value store (i.e.,·a hash table), the response time' is not adequate for-Interactive 
client-server applications, and the data: stored in S3 is opaque from the storage system's point of view (i.e., one cannot query or manage data based 
on any property' other.than its arbicra.ry prfmary key}. Amazon's ElllStic Block Store service allows customers to create a fil.: system on a. vinualized 
block device" but resource !Il11nagement and long·term redundancy are left to the programmer of eacl1 application; this represents an "impedance 
mismatch" wiih application developers, who now routinely rely on storage· systems that.perform additional resource management and provide an 
API thatexposes iii.: slrUcture of the stored data. AmazonS3 and Google BigThble do this automatically, but their programmatic APIs do not expose 
much, olthe siructure of the stored data; in contrast to relational databases' such as Amazon SimpleDB or Microsoft SQL Data Services. 

15'rbe AWS announcement of Oracle product licensing only applies to users who are already Oracle customerll on their local computers. 
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Great Principles of Computing 
The great princip~es of computihg have been interred beneath layers of 
technology in our understanding and our teaching. It is time to set them free. 

omputer science 'was born 
in the mid-1940s with the 
construction of the first 
electronic computers. 

In just 60 years, computing 
has come to occupy a central 
place in science, engineering. 
business, and everyday life. 
Many whose lives are touched 
.by computing want to know 
how computers work and how 
dangerous or risky they are; 
some want to make a profes
sion from working with com
puters; and most everyone asks 
for an uncomplicated frame
work for understanding this 
complex field. Can their ques
tions be answered in a com
pact, compelling, and coherent 
way? 

In what follows, r will 
answer affirmatively, offering a 
picture of the great principles 
ofcomputing. There are cwo 
kinds: principles ofcomputation 
structure and behavior, which I 
call mechanics, and principles of 
design. What we call principles are 

m almost always distilled from recur
g rent patterns observed in practice. 
g Do practices shape to underlying 
~ principles? Do principles shape to 

. i: practice? It is impossible ~o tell. In 

my description, therefore, I portray. ~ectltres in Physics by Richard 
principles and practices as cwo 
equal dimensions ofcomputing. 

A principles-based approach is 
not new to science. The mature 
disciplines such as physics, biol
ogy, and astronomy portray them
selves with such an approach. 
EaCh .builds rich structures from a 
small set of great principles. 
Examples of this approach are 

Feynman [4], The Joy o/Science 
by Robert Hazen and James Tre
m[5], and Cosmos by Carl Sagan 
[7]. Newcomers fmd a princi
ples-based approach to be much 
more rewarding because it pro
motes understanding from the 
beginning and shows how the 
science transcends particular 
technologies. 

In my portrait, the co1\texts of 
use and their histories are;imbued 
into principles, computing prac
tices, and core technologies. 
Indeed, you cannot understand a 
principle without knowing where 
it came from, why it is important, 
why it is recurrent, why it is uni
versal, and why it is unavoidable. 
Numerous application domains 
have influenced the design ofall 
our core technologies. For exam
ple, the different styles of the lan
guages Ada, Algol, Cobol, C++. 
Fortran. HTML, Java, Lisp. Perl, 
Prolog. and SQL flow out of the 
application domains that inspired 
them. You cannot make sense of 
the debates about the limits of 

. machine intelligence without 
understanding cognitive science 
and linguistic philosophy. In soft
ware, unless you understand the 
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The 'principles of a field are actually a set of interwoven 
stories about the structure and behavior of field elements. 

different ways engineers and archi- . databases, networks, artificial and their.great ideas d<:>es little to 
tects use the term "design," you intelligence, human-computer convey the gfeat principles ofcom
cannot make sense ofthe tug-of-. interaction, ~d software engi- puting. Two books seeking to pop-' 
war between traditionalistS . ularize computing focus . 
promoting systems pro ona few "great ideas" in a 
duced by a highly few of these areas, but 
methodical engineering their coverage is far from 
process, and agile develop complete [1, 6]. Neither of 
ers promoting systems these authors discusses 
built for customer satisfac which ideas are .fundamen
cion, artistry; good taste, tal principles ofall the core 
simplicity, and elegance. technologi,es. 


The following sections 
 Locating the .funda
describe principles of mental principles of the 
mechanics, principles of field looks, therefore, to be 
design, and computing a v~ attractive project. It 
practices as a framework calls to mind a picture in 
supporting core technolo which the principles are 
gies and application 

domains. A few implica- Table 1. Core technologies of computing. 

tions of the framework on organiza- ' 

cion and concent ofcompucing 

curricula. and on the profession , neering. The 1989 ACM/IEEE' 

itself, are discussed at the end ofthis report, Computing as a Discipline, 

column. listed nine core technology areas 


[2]. Since then, the total number 
Mechanics ofcore technology areas has 
In the 1950s, our field's founders tripled (see Table 1). Today, 
ponrayed their young science as learning the mechanics of these 
a set ofcore technologies that technologies and their hundreds 
supported application 'domains. ofpossible direct interactions has 
They listed their core technolo become a daunting challenge. 
gies as algorithms, numerical In an effort to stem "curriculum 
methods, comfllltation models, bloat" from this growth, the Cur
compilers, languages, and logic riculum2001 report emphasizes 
circuits. Over the next 30 years, the ideas at the intersection of !be' 
we added a few more: operating core technologies [3]. Unfortu
systems, information retdeval, nately, a list ofcore technologies 

the foundacion ofa pan
theon with one pillar for 

each great principle. Unfortunately, 
as we shall soon see, such a picture 
is an unsatisfactory portrayal of 
computing. 

Our initial question is: How 
shall Wf! express our principles? It 
seems like we are.looking for 
declarative statements, such as: 

"The Turing machine is a model 
ofuniversal computation. » 

WI infomuttion ctfn be encoded 
as strings ofbits. " , 

"The number ofbits in a message 
. source is given by its entropy. " 

But this approach quickly 
becomes contentious. Some peo
ple argue over the defmitions of 
terms like computatioI)., informa-
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0011, or message sources: Others contributors. They chronicle fears wave behaviors ofsubatomic parti
ask whether some of the words ofheroes and failures of knaves. cles; Rigid-Body Mechanics with 
ought to be qualified-such as They layout Qbscructions and the balance offorces Within and 
algorithmic Computation, physi how they were overcome. They between connected objects. I.cally represented bits, or dis

crete message sources. Still 

others ask why these statements 

are singled out and not others, 

such as "Every function 

imposes ;:dower-bound running 

time on all algorithms'that 

compute it." Most everyone 


, demands statements ofobvious 
relevance to the familiar core 
technologies. But they wrestle 
over the selection criteria for 
principle statements, such as 
universality, recurrence, invari
ance, utility for prediction, or 
scope ofconsequences. 

How do oth~ fields express 

their principles? Physicists use 

terms like photons, elect~ons, 


quat.ki, quar;tum wave function, 

relativity, and energy'conserva
tion. ~tronomers use terms like 
planets, StarS, galaxies, HI,Ibble'shift, 
and black holes. TherIllodynami
cists uses terms like entropy, first 
law, second law.. and Carnot cycle. 
Biologists use terms like phylogeny, 
onrogeny, DNA, and enzymes. 
Each ofthese' terms is actually the 
title ofa story! The principles.of a 
field are actually a set ofinterwoven 
stories about the structure and 
behavior offield elements. They are 
the names ofchapters in books 
about the field [4, 5,7]. 

These principle-stories seek to 
make simple the complex history 
of a complex area. They tell his
tory, showing how the principle 
evolved and grew in acceptance 
over time. Tpey name the main 

Table 2. The live windows of computing 
mechanIcs. 

explain how the principle works 
and how it affects everything else. 
The game is to define many terms 
in terms ofa few terms and to log
ically derive many statements from 
a few statements. 

Astronomy, thermodynamics, 
and' physics use the term mechanics 
for the part of their fields dealing 
with the behavior and strucrute of 
components. For example, Celes
tial Mechanics deals with the 
motions of heavenly bodies; Statis
tical Mechanics with the macro 
behavior ofphysi~al systems com
prising large nwnbers o£ small par
ticles; Quantum Mechanics with 

.adopt this term for computing. 
Computing Mechanics deals 

with the scrucruce and operation of 
. computations. It 'does so with sto
ries for algorithm, Turing machine, 
grammar, message entropy, process, 
protocol stack, naming. caching. 
machine leruuing, virtual machine, 
and more. I found I could group 
the sto~es into the five categories 
ofcomputation, comm1l.Q..ication, 
coordination, automation, and rec
ollection (see Table 2). Every core 
technology exp~es all five in its 
own way. 

The lines between these cate
gories are blurry. For example, the 
Internet protocol stack is an ele
ment of both communication and 
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coordination; namJng and caching 
'are both elements ofcommunica
tion and recqllection: Theref~re, I 
found it better to view the cate
gories as windows into computing 
mechanics (see Figure 1). 
Although the views through the 
edges ofwindows overlap, the 
vi6v through the centers is dis
tinctive. 

encapsulation, interfaces, and ~ir
tual machines. These principles 
are conventions that we collectively 
have found to lead consistently to 
dependable and useful programs, 
systems, and applications. These 
conventions are practiced within 
constraints ofcost, schedule, com
patibility, and !JSabilio/

Computing Practices 
Our picture of computing needs 
more than mechanics and design. 
It needs an account of the com
puting practices that characterize 
our skills as professionals. Our 
coinpetence is judged not by our 
ability to explain principles, but 
by the quality ofwhat we do. I 

fpwld five main categories of 

structure that overcome the 
apparent complexity of the 
applications. 

• Performance: predicting 
throughput, response time, bottle
necks, capacity planning. 

• Rcliability: redundancy, recov
ery. checkpoint, integrity, system 
trust. 

• Evolvability: adapting to 
changes in function and scale. 

• Security: access control, 
secrecy, privacy, authen'tication, 
integrity, safety. 

The design principles them
selves include abstraction, infor
mation hiding. modules, separate 
compilation, packages, version 
control, divide-and-conquer, func
tionallevels, layering, hierarchy, 
separation ofconcerns, reuse, 

computing practice: 
Design • 'Programming: Using pro
Computing Mechanics gramming languages to build 
does not exhaust all the software systems that meet. sp.ec
principles ofour field. ifications created in cooperation 
Computing professionals with the us.ers of those systems. 
follow pri.p.dples ofdesign Computing professionals must 
that enable them to harness be multilingual, facile with the 
mechanics in the service of numerous programming lan~ 
users and customers. Five guages, each attuned to its own 
concerns drive the design strategies for solving problems. 
principles: • Engineering Systems: 

Designing and constructing sys• Simplicity: Various 
forms ofabstraction and tems ofsoftware and h:irdware 

figUre 1. The Dve windows. 

Design is not the same in com
puting as it is in other fields. In 
computing we design abstract 
objects that perform actions. Other 
fields use abstraction to explain or 
to organize tangible objects. Since 
design tells us about arrangements 
of basic components, design sits 
above mechanics in our picture of 
the field. 

Might we call Computing 
Mechanics the "s!=ience" ofcom
puting and the Design Principles 
the "art"? I think· not. There is 
good science and engineering and 
much art at all levels-mechanics, 
design, and applications. 

components running on servers 
connected by networks. These 

practices include a design compo~ 
nent concerned with organizing a 
system to produce valuable and 
tangible benefits for the users; an 
engineering component concerned 
with the modules, abstractions, 
revisions, design decisions, and 
risks in the system; and an opera
tions component concerned with 
configuration, management, and 
maintenance of the system. High 
levels.ofskill are needed for large 
programmed systems. encompass
ing thousands ofmodules and 
millions oflines ofcod~. 

,. Modeling and validation: 
Building models ofsystems to 
make predictions about their 
behavior under ,various conditions; 
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Our competence is judged not by our principles, but by 
the quality of what we do. 

and designing experiments to v:ili
date algorithms and systems. 

• Innovating: Exercising.leader
ship to design and bring aDout 
lasting changes to the ways groups 
and communities operate. Innova
tors watch for and analy.re oppor
tunities, listen to customers, 
formulate offers customers see 
as valuable, and manage com
mitments to deliver the 
promisc:;d results. Innovators are 
history-makers who have 
strong historical sensibilities. 

• Applying: Working with 
practitioners in application 
domains to produce computing 
systems that support their 
WO'lk Working with other 
computing professionals to pro
duce core technologies that sup
POrt many applications. 

I cannot ov!!remphasize the 
importance of including comp\1t
ing practices in a portrait ofour 
field. Ifwe adopt a picture that 
ignores practices, our field will end 
up like the failed "new math" of 
th~ 1960s--all concepts, 0.0 prac
tice, lifeless; dead. 

Our portrait is now complete 
(see Figure 2). It consists ofcom
puting mechanics (the laws and 
universal recunences that govern 
the operation ofcomputations), 
design principles (the conventions 

. . j .)for deSlgnmg ~omputat1ons • com
puting practices (the standard 
ways ofbuilding and deploying 

• 

computing systems), and core 
technologies (organized around 
shared attributes of, application 
}iomains). Although not shown in 
the'~gure, the entire framework 
flo.ats in a rich contextual sea of 
application domains, collectively 

ity to discuss risks. benefits, capa
bilities, and limitations with peo

. pie outside the field. It recognizes 
that computing is action-oriented 
'and has many customerS, and 
that the context in which com
puting is used is as impor~nt as 

Table ]. Levels of action In computing 
practices. 

exerting strong influences on core 
technologies, design, mecl1allics, 
and practice. Each level ofthe pic
ture has a characteristic question 
that justifies its place in Jhe hierar
chy and exposes the integCalrole 
ofpractices (see Table 3). 

Implications 
By aligning with traditions of 
other science field~, a portrait of 
computing organized around 
great principJes and practices 
promotes greater understanding 
of the science and engineering 
behind information technology. 
It significantly improves our abil

the mechanics ofcomputing. It 
also clarifies professional compe
tence, which depends on dexterity 
with mec;hanics, design, practices, 
core technologies, and applica
tions. 

For years, many others have 
seen our field as programming. 
Through our 1989 Computing as 
a Discipline report [3J we hoped to 
encourage new curricula that 
wOuld overcome chis misleading 
image. But this was not to be. Our 
practice ofembedd.i.qg a program
ming language in the first courses, 
started when languages were easy 
for beginners, has created a mon
ster. Our students are being over
whelmed by the complexities of 
languages thar many experts find 
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challenging (typica.lly Java and 
C++). ,Many students have turned 
to cheating and plagiarism as ways 
to pass these courses, and 
350/0-50% drop out prematurely. 
.Many do not experience the joy of 
computing: the inte~p1ay betwe~ 
the gr~t principles, the viays of 
algorjthmic thinking, and me 
solutions of interesting problems. 
A curriculum organized aroUnd 
the framework offered here may 

. rescue us from this unfortunate 
predicament. The current' first 
courses (CSI, CS2, ... ) can be 
.repla~ed by Computing Mechan
ics'(CMI, CM2, ...) and their 
extensive programming content 
can be moved to Programming 
Practices courses (PPI, PP2, ... ) 
embedded within a larger Com
puting Practices track. The stan
'dard core courses (for example, 
algorithms, operating systems, 
databases, software engineering, or 
net\vorks) can then be reshaped to 
exten~ computing mechanics into 
their areas rather than teaching 
applicable mechanics from scratch. 
(Aside to academic colleagues: 
starting with computing mechan
ics is not a "breadth-rust" 

figure 2. 
Principles-based 
portrait of 
computing. 

approach; the framework pro
mote~ depth in concepts, design, 
and practice.) 

It is time for us to make our
selves lmown by saying our 
mechanics, our design principles; 
and our practices. It is time to 
stop hiding the enormous dep~ 
and breadth of our field. 13 
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